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CHAprm  I
"E  REOBLEM  AND  DEFINITION  0F  TERMS
Times  have  changed.    Because  of  the  increased birth  rate
following World War  11  and  the  increased desire  on part  of American
people  to  have  a  college  education,  the problem facing  college  and
university presidents  and deans  has  changed  from one  of recruiting
students  to  one  of  trying  to  care  for  the  great nufroer  of  high
school  graduaLtes  who  Want  to  enter  college.
The  Presidentl a  Comlmittee  on  EducaLtion  Beyond  the  High
1
School   pointed  out  that  twice  as  many babies were  born  in  1956  as
in 1936.    Those born  in  the  late  thirties  are  already  straining
our  college  and university resources  to  the  limit of  their  caLpacity.
In  the  neat  15  years  the  nunfoer  of  young  people between  the  ages  of
18  and  2h tJill  increase  more  than  10  million.    By  1970  this  age
group till  increase  6h per  cent.    Furthermore,  the per  cent  of  high
school  graduates  entering  college  is  steadily  increasing.    The
enrollments  in  colleges  and universities  have  increased  steadily
from 1.1 million  in 1930  to  nearly  3.2  million  in  1956  and by  1960
will  approach  the  h million mark.    By 1970  enrollments  in institutions
of higher  education  are  expected  to  double  or  to  go  even higher.    Efren
more  startling  is  the  fact  that each year  160,000  of  our most  able
high  school  graduates  al.e  not  going  to  college.    This  is  equivalent  to
t£:g::tin:fend£::i::nE::uE:#€t¥u=£tL°Ec£¥=SB#nE#he
Dol.    Washington,  D.  C.:    tmited  States  Government  Printing
office,  July,  1957.)
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one-half  of  the  top  one-fourth who  are  going.    Some  of  these  lack
necessary  finances,  some  are  not  discovered by  their  teaLchers,  some
never  learn  about  career  oppol`tunities,  some  are  deterred beca.use  Of
discriminatory practices,  and  some  live  in  areas  where  the  education
they  seek ia  unobtainable.    At the  same  time  that ve  have  students
with  chility not  going  to  college,  we  have many  students Who  go  and
then drop  out before  graduation.   Walters2 points  out  that  of  the
students  entering college  fifty per  cent drop  out.    In similar  studies
reported by  Langhorme3,  HCNeelyh,  Landskow5,  and  MacRae6  of  students
involving  a  large  group  of four-year  colleges  in more  than half  of
the  colleges,  less  than  One-third  graduated.    The  other  students
either transferred or dropped out.
There  are  marry  reasons  wtry  students  drop  out  of  college.
I.ack  of money,  lack  of  effort  on  studentsl  part,  mrriage,  and
illness  are  listed  as  the  cause  of  a nufroer  of drop-outs;  however,
2u.  E.  walterst
and  Sons;  1935),  pP.  3-b
the American Association_I__    .      I_             ==_ _     _I
of  the
Individual  Education  (New York: John Wiley
3N.  C.  I.anghorne,  «A  Uhiversity  Takes  Inven_tqur?n __±g:±=e± e±
of  Collegiate-Registrars,15:i+i-5l-,---
__
-, J, ®
I.ohm  H.  HCNeely,  "College  Student  Morality
American Association e£  C.ol|egiqte  Fegigtrgrs
ranFTary;--194-0-;--
:t#=;:2ff
fuorvim  Larmence  liandskow,  "Suggested  Student  Surdval
#:¥:Eej,T##3#h:td::a%ivg;i?yofMirmesota,"£g±±±gs±
6James  a.  mcRae,  nResponsibility  of  the  Colleges  for  the
Welfare  of  the  Students,''  "atlonal  Conference  on  Higher  Education,
Current  Issues  in Hi her  Education.  National  Education AssociaLtion
pp.   51-56.
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academic  failure  or  lack  of  interest  in school  are  I.esponsible  for  a
large  proportion.7    Pa,rres8  states  in his  study  that:
Efforts  to  avoid  the  appalling  amount  of waste  caused by  the
high percentage  of  faLilures  in the  early  semesters  of  college
attendance  have,  therefore,  taken  the  general  direction  of
pre-college  testing  and  guidance  with  a view  toward better
selection  of  students  likely  to  succeed  in college,  and  the
elimination,  as  far  as  possible,  of  poor  college  risks.
The  I'appalling  amount  of  waste"  and  "poor  college  I`isksl'
refer  in part  to  students  Hho did  not  "make  the  gradet'  at  college
af ter  they  entered  school  as  freshmen.
These  startling  daLta,  Which were  pl.esented  in  the bulletin
nEducation Beyond  the  High  School"9  and,  also,  reported  in  other
research  studies,  point  out  the  tremendous  problem  that  is  now
confronting  colleges  and universities  throughout  this  countr5r.
I.ack  of  finances  and,  where  finances  were  available,  the  failure  to
plan  and  construct  college  housing  and  classroom  space  has  made  this
problem more  critical.
The  IIsputniks",  Russia  has  fired  into  outer  space,  have  just
recently  caused  the  nation  as  a  whole  to  be  more  concerned  about
education at  a]|  levels,  and  especially,  the  need  for  more  and better
education at,  the  college  and  university  level.
codeia7%X=::r§it#°±::::?e:;32#p¥ £ ± £e±±£gs>  (New York:
8John  George  Parres,  ''Prediction  of  Academic  Success  in  the
Undergraduate  Schools  of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania"  (thpublished
Doctorls  dissertation,  The  University  of  Permsylvania,  1955),  p.  3.
9Superintendent  of Docurlentsj  E.  £±±.
h
The  increased  nulrfeer  of  applications  for  college  and
univel.sity work,  the  limited facilities  for higher education,  the
exphasis  on  more  and  better  education,  the  high percentage  Of drop-
outs,  and  the  great  rmrfeer  of  capable  students  not  going  to  college
has  created  a  tremendous  problem of  guidance  and  selection  at  the
college  and university  level.    Presidents,  deans,  admission  officers,
and  counselors  of  our  colleges  and  universities  are  seeking better
ways  of  guiding  and  screening  the  great  nuzhoer  of young  people  who
are  applying  for  edmission.
In  the  past  three years  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College
has  been  confronted by  this  problem,  and  the  problem is  becoming
more  acute  each year.    Colleges  and  universities  throughout  the
country,  even  some  ±n "orth  Carolina,  have  been using  tests  as  a
means  of  screening.    So  far  the  administration officers  at
Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  henre  used  tests  for  placemed
and  guidance  and have not resorted  to  the  use  of tests  for screening.
However,  due  to  the  increasing nuhoer of  drop-outs,  the  administration
officers  are now  looking  for  valid ways  of  selecting  students ttho
have  the  greatest  chance  for  success  at Appalachian  State  Teachers
College.
It Fas  the  need  for  screening  aLt Appalachian  State  Teachers
College and  the  interest  en the part  of  the  administration  officers
in making use  of  those  criteria that would be valid  and fair to  all
applicarfus  that brought  about this  study.    Since Appalachian State
Teachers  College  has been  giving  tests  for  the  puxpose  of placement
and  guidance,  it  seemed plausible  that  a  study  of  the  test I.esults
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could be  made  to  see  if  the  tests  might be  used,  im  the future,  as  a
basis  for  screening.    This  study tree  urrdertaken  in an  effort to
determine how effective  the  selection  of  students  at Appalachian
State  Teachers  College Would have been if  the  Scores  on  the  placement
tests had been used  as  the basis  for  the  Selection of tbose  students
permitted  to  enter  this  institution.
I.     RE  FR0BIiEH
Statement  of  the  Problem.
_ .    _  _i_    I       I_  _  _      ____   _      ____
The puxpose  Of this  investigation
was  to  determine  the  effectiveness  of placement  tests  given to
freshmen at Appalachlan State  Teachers  College  as possible  devices
for  screening.
m5or  aspects  of  the problem Were:
1,
2.
To determine with what degree  of  accuracy  the  placement
tests  could have  been used  to  predict  academic  success
in college provided  certain cut-off points  had been
established.
To  determine  the  nurd]er  and percentage  of  drop-oats  Who
would not have been adritted  to College  provided  certain
cut-off points  had been estchlished.
To  determine  the nuzdrer  and percentage  of  graduates tlho
uould have been refused  admission  to college  provided
certain cut-off points  had been established.
h.    To  determine which  one  of  the  placement  tests  or
corfeination of tests  Would here best  screened potential
drop-outs  and,  yet,  not eliminate potential graduates.
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6.
To  detez.mine  the  cut-off points  on  the placement  tests
that uould have best  screened potential drop-outs  and,
yet,  not, eliminate potential graduates.
To  mate  suggestions for  a valid program of  screening,
placenent,  and  guidance  at Appalachian  State  Teachers
CO1|e8e.
Ixportance e£ ±Eg g±:§z.    ifeny  colleges  and  universities  are
finding  lt necessary  to use selective  devices  for  admitting  Students.
that±|  the  present  tine,  no devices  ha:ve been used  for  screening  or
selecting  students  at Appalachian State  Teachers  College,  Boone,
North  Carolina.    Because  of  the  increase  in  applications,  it may be
necessary in  the near future  to lirit the  entrance  of  students.
Hany  iINestigations  have been made  on predicting  college  success.
The  selection of  students  for  all  colleges  end universities may
differ  according  to  the  standards  of  admission,  quality Of Work
demanded  of  the  students,  general practices  folloued,  curriculum
offered,  and mansr  other factors.
Such findings trere  discovered by Killel° who mentions  that
each college has  its  ore traditions,  comrictions,  and  objectives
ithich influence  selection of  students.
]qrrank  R.  Kille,  WA  I)eon  Looks  at Admission,ff  g£±±sgB
Board No.   1h,  my,  1951,  p.  198.'
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These findings mere  supported  in a report by the National  Education
Association Research Division.11
0n  the basis  of  such  infomation,  AppalaLchian  State  Teachers
College  admission  officers  should not  adopt  screening devices  in
order  to  screen  students;  but  they should,  in  terms  of  the purposes
of  the  college,  taLke  steps  to  determine what  criteriaL should be  used
for screening at this institution.   In light of this  conclusion,  it
vac believed that  any  study  aimed  at doing  this Would have definite
value  to Appalachlan State  Teachers  College  and  to  other  institutions
haLwhg  a  sirilar purpose.
11.     IiEFINITloN  oF  rmlrs  USED
The  temL tests  vac  used  to  refer  to  the  Inglis  Vocabulary___
Test,  the Barret-Ryan-Schrarmel English  Test,  and  the  American
Council  on  Education  Paychological Exa]nfrotion when used  in
connection with Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
The  ten IV uas  used to  refer  to  the  Inglis  Vocchulary Test.
_
The  term BRS lras  used  to  refer  to  the Barrett-Ryan-Schrarmel_
English Test.
The  term ACE was  used  to  refer  to  the American  Council  on_
Education Psychological Exarfuation.
The  term ±_gip±±±± was  used  to  refer  to  the  320  students  who
left  school before  graduation and who hed  a quality point rating
belorJ 175  at  the  time  they  left  school.
uNational  Education Association Research Division,  WTeacher
"  HaLtional Association Research
Decehoer,-19--5r.------
Education, 35!171-17h,
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The  term graduates  vaLs  used  to  refer  to  the  58h  students
who  entered Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  during  the  years  of
1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953  and too  graduated  from Appalachian  State
Teachers  College by  the  end  Of  fall  quarter,  1957.
The  term national  norm was  used  to  refer  to  those  norms_i__
developed  on national basis  and given  in  the  test booklet thich
accoxpanies  the  tests.    National norms Were  not  availchle for  the
Inglis  Vocabulary  Test.
The  term local  norm vac  used  to  refer  to  the  norms  obtained
_  _     ____I             i_J=     ____
from the  test  scores  of  12h5 freshmen irfuo  entered Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  during  the  years  Of  1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953.
It  should be  noted  that  Only 90h  of  these  students  are included  in
this  Study as  either  graduates  or drop-outs.
The  term _qu_a_|±±=[ £g±=± was  used  to  ref er  to  quality ratings
aLs  detemined by dividing  the  total  nu]foer  Of  grade  points by the
mrfeer  of  hours  attexpted.    These  ratings  are  expressed  ±m
percentages.    The  rating  of  200 per  cent indicates  that  the  student
has  an  average  of  llc'..    The  rating  of loo per  cerfu indicates  that
the  student has  an  average  of  flDIl.
Ill.      SCOPE  0F  STUDY
The  scope  of  this  study was  restricted  to  the  students too
entered Appala.chian  State  Teachel.s  College  as  freshmen  during  the
years  of  1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953  and too  fell  into  the  follorfug
two  classifications:    first,  those  st`rdents i.ho had  scores  on all
three  placement  tests  and who  graduated  from Appalachian  State
9
Teachers  College  by  the  end  of  fall  quarter,  1957;  second,  those
students  Hho  had  test  scores  on all  three  placement  tests  and who
dropped  out  of  Appalachian  Sta,te  Teachers  College  while  having  a
quality  point  rating below 175.
IV.       SOURCES  OF  I)ATA
The  data f or  this  study were  collected  f ron the  files  of
the  registrar  and  the  guidance  dil.ector  at Appalachian  State
Tea,chars  College.
The  data  for  this  study  consisted  of  (1)  test  scores  of  the
freshmen  classes  of  the  years  1950,  1951,  1952,   and  1953  on  the  IV,
BRS,  and  ACE,   (2)  the  quality  point  rating  of  the  drop-outs  having  a
quality  point  I.Sting  below  17h,  and  (3)  the  local  and  national  norms
on  the  BRS  and  ACE,  and  the  local  norm  on  the  IV.     (Note:     Natioml
norms  were  not  aLvailable  for  IV;  but  median  scores  of  the  ninth,
tenth,  eleventh,  twelfth,  College  Freshmen,  and  College  Seniors  were
available.     These  were  not  used  in  this  study.)
The  Inglis  Vocabulary  Test,  the  Bar.rett-Ryan-Schranmel
English  Test,  and  the  ACE  have  been  used by  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  for  entrance  exarinations  I or  the  puxpose  of
guidance  and  classification of  student,s.
The  puxpose  of  t,he  Inglis  Vocabulary  Test  is  to  measure  the
studentl s  knowledge  of  the  intelligent  general  readerl s  vocabulary;
tha,t  is,  of  those  words  which  belong  neither  to  our  everyday
vocabulary  of  corunionest  words  nor  to  special  and  technical  vocabularies,
but  that  constitute  a  large  part  of  the  educated  personls  vocabulary.
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It. is designed primrily to  test  the  studentls  reading vocabulary
I.ather  than his  active  vocabulary.
The Barrett-Ryan-Schramel English  Test is designed to
measure,  objectively,  student and  class proficieney in the  essential
mechanics  Of  Thglish--functional  grammar  and  usage,  parts  of  speech,
pall.ts  Of  a  sentence,  punctuation,  vocabulary,  and pronunciation.
The  areas  included  aire fundaLmental  to  uritten  expression;  many  are
also  related  to  effectiveness  in oral expression.
The  American Council  on Education  Psychological Examination
for  College Freshmen  is  an  instrument  designed  to measure  aptitude
for  college  study.    It is  not what is  comonly referred  to  as  an
intelligence  test, but a test of  certain intellectunal abilities  that
have been  shorn  to be  closely  relaLted  to  scholastic  success.
v.      REAmmTT  OF  DATA
The  data for  this  study which  consisted of  the  scores  made
on  placement  tests  given to  entering  freshmen of 1950,  1952,  1953®
195L,  were  first divided  into  tlro  groups.    The first group  consisted
of  test  scores  for  the  320  students  having dropped out  of  college
before  graduation  and hawing  a quality point rating below 175  at  the
time  they dropped  out.    The  second  groip  consisted  Of  test  scores
for  58h  students too graduated from college.
The  quality point  ratings  for  each  Of  the  320 drop-outs  were
secured,  and  this  group tras  divided into  two  groups|    first,  those
having  quality point ratings  of 0-99;  second,  those  having  quality
point ratings  between 100-174.
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The  local  nonns  for  each of  the  three  placement tests  were
secured  from the  guidance  office.    The  loth,  15th,  and  25th
percentiles  were  selected  as  cut-off  points  on  each  of  these  tests.
The  national  norms  were  secured  f ol.  the  ACE  and  BRS,   and  the  loth,
15th,   and  25th  percentiles  were  a.gain  used  as  cut,-off  points.     The
scores  for  the  national  and  local  groups  at  the  10,  15,  and  25
percentile  points  on  the  BRS,  IV,  and  the  ACE  are  as  follows:
IV-*                                  BRS                                                     AC E
Percentile        Lo cal         Lo cal         National          Loo al         Na tional
Point
4062
th66
5073
7356
8063
9071
¥r  NaLtional  norms  are  not  available  for  the  Inglis  Vocabular  Tests.
Using  the  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-off  points
on both  local  and  national  norms,  the  test  scores  of  all drop-outs
were  analyzed  to  determine  the  nulfoer  and  percentage  of  drop-outs
who  lnade  scores  on  each  test  or  cohoination  of  tests  below  these
selected  percentiles.    The  drop-outs  wel`e  then  divided  into  two  gI`oups:
(1)  one  having  quality  point  ratings  between  0-99,  and  (2)  one  havirig
quality point  ratings  between  100-17h.     These  two  groups  were  then
i,reated  in  the  same  manners  as  the  total  group  of  drop-outs.
Using  the  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-off  points
on both  local  a.nd  national  norms,  the  test  scores  Of  all  gI.aduates
were  analyzed  to  determine  the  nunbel`  and  percentage  of  graduat,es
who  made  scores  on  each  test  or  cofroination of  tests  below  these
selected percentiles.
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Finally,  a.  coxparison was  made  of  the  nufroer  and  percentage
of  drop-outs  making  scol.es  below  the  selected  cut-off  points  with  the
nultoer  and  percentage  of  gredua.tes  making  scores  below  selected  cut-
off  point,s.
VI.      VALII)ITY  AND  RELIABILITY  0F  I)ATA
The  data used  in  this  study were  collected  from records  in
the  guidance  office  and  the  registrarls  office.     The  nufroer  of
graduates  and  drop-outs  were  taken  from records  that  are  kept  up  to
date.    The  test  scol.es  were  secured  from  the  records  of  students
kept  in the  guidance  office.    These  were  checked  against  duplicate
records  in  the  registrarls  office.    The  tests  were  administered  and
scored  by  coxpetent  and  qualified personnel,  and  the  results  have
been used  as  a basis  for  guidance  and  instructional  grouping.
In  light  of  these  facts,  it was  safe  to  assume  that  the  data
used  were  reliable.
Cgire  was  taken  in  det,ermining  local  norms  which  were  based
on  the  scores  of  12L5  individuals  who  took  these  tests  during  the
years  of  1950,  1951,  1952,   and  1953;   thus,   the  local  norms  included
scores  of  all  freshmen who  entered  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College
whether  or not  they were  included  in  this  study.    This  study was
actually  concerned with  320  drop-outs  and  58L  graduates,  or  90h  of
the  total  of  12h5  students,  who  entered  Appala,chian  State  Teachers
College  over  the  four  year  period.    The  3Ll  students  not  included  in
study were  those  who  either  tramsfel.red  to  other  institutions  or who
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left  school  for  reasons  other  than  academic  deficiency.
The  one  major  assuxption which  might  affect  the  validity  of
the  data was  that all  students  who  left  school before  graduation  and
Hho  had  a  quality point  rating  below  175  did  so  because  of  academic
reasons.    It was  because  of  this  a,ssuxption that  the  drop-outs were
divided  into  two  groups:     (1)  those  having  a  quality  point rating  of
loo-17h,  and  (2)  those  having  a  quality  point rating  of  0-99.     There  is
little  doubt  that  those  drop-outs  with  quality  point  rat,ings  of  0-99
were  strongly  motivated  to  do  so  because  of  low  academic  standing.
suRErmy
Because  of  mounting  enrollment  at  Appalachian  StaLte  Teachers
College  and  the  increasing  pl.oblem of  selecting  students  who  al.e  best
qualified  to do  the  cork required  a.t  this  college,  this  study was
undertaken  to  collect  data  that  might be  used  as  basis  for  future
screening  of  students.
This  investigation  consisted  of  coxparing  scores  made by
freshmen  on  ea.ch  of  the  three  placement  tests  that  ha,ve been
administel.ed  at  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.     The  scores  used
for  comparison were  the  scores  for  those  students  Who  dropped  out  of
school because  of  academic  reasons  and  those  students  who  graduated.
The  data,  used  were  collected  from  existing  records  a.t  the
college.    It  is  hoped  that  the  results  of  this  study will reveal  cut-
off  points  on  a  test  or  a  cofroination  of  tests  that  will  enable  the
admissions  officers  to  screen  those  students  who  have  very  little
chance  of  success  in  college--and,  at  the  same  tine,  to  select  those
students  who  have  the  potential  to  do  college  work  successfully.
CHAPTER   11
REvlEw  OF  RELATED  sTunHs
A  review Of  the  literature  in  I.elation  to  predicting  academic
success  in  college  reveals  that  hundl.eds  of  studies  have  been  maude  in
this  general  area.    These  studies  make  use  of  many. different  factors
as  bases  for predicting  college  success  in  the  academic  fields.
Although  hundreds  of  studies  have  been  made  in  relation  to  pl`ediction
of  academic  success  in  college,  fen studies  are  directly  related to
prediction  of  academic  success  in  teachers  colleges  or  in  the  teacher
education program;  therefore,  the  reviev of the  literature will be
concerned with  studies  in  general.    Special  exphasis,  however,  will be
placed  on  those  studies  making  use  of  tests  as  one  predictive  factor
and  those  studies  concerned,  primarily,  with  prediction  of  academic
success  in  teacher  education.
One  study which  is  directly  concerned with  prediction  of
academic  success  in  a  teacherls  college  is  a  study  made  in  1951  by
Regan.12    Began  imdertook  this  study  in  an  effort  to  develop  an
instrument  for predicting  the  probable  academic  success  of  college
freshmen.    An  actual  correlation was  worked  out  between  such
measures  as  the  High  School  Rank  of  the  student,  an  average  of  his
scores  on  the  subject matter  of  content parts  of  the  Entrance
Examination,  his  score  on  the  Cooperative  English  Test,  and  average  of
his  scores  on  the  Cooperative  Achievement  Test,  and  his  score  on  the
L2Paul  C.  Regan,  llA  Coxparison  of  Cooperative  Test  Scores  on
Entrance  Examination  Scores  as  Measure  For  Predicting  Scholastic
Success  In  a  Teacher.  College,"   (unpublished  Doctorls  dissertation,
Colorado  State  College,1951).
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American  Council  Psychological Examination with the  studentl s  per-
formance  in  the  first  semester  of  college work  as  judged by the
criterion  Of  grade-point average.    The  data involved 207  students  of
the  freshman classes  of  19b9  end  1950  at  the  Hen Jersey  State
Teachers  College.    The  findings  of  this  study  show that High School
Rank tJas  the  most reliable  predictor  Of  academic  success with  the
total  score  on the  Ehtrence  Examination being  second.    However,  the
anther pointed  out  that a  colfoination  Of such  facborB  as  high  school
rack,  average  score  on  the  Cooperative  Achievement  Tests,  and  the
total  score  on  the  American  Psychological  Examination uas  the best
predictor  of  academic  success.    The  rmltiple  correlation  Of  .6387
was  found betHeen  these  three  factors  and the  criterion of  first,
semester  grade-point  averages.
Another  study  closely related  to  the  study now under
investigation is  a  study made  in  1955 by Parres.L3    me  study by
Parres was  an  attexpt  to  determine  the value  of test  scores,  previotis
school marks,  and  certain  other  factors  in the  selection of students
for the  undergraduate  schools  of  the  University of  Pennsylvania and  to
determine tinich factor  or  combinaLtion  of f actors  contributes  most  to
the  forecasting  of  academic  success.    Although  this  study  inc]ndes
all  the  undergraduate schools  of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  only
that part of  the  study  concerning the  School  of Education is  surmnarized
in this  report.    me predictor varichles  exardmed  in the  School  of
13John a.  Parres,  "Prediction  Of  Academic  Success  in  The
Di:e::?:::s¥e:%::2::,°£h±Thv:rs¥t;e::±±B=:y::¥¥}VL#3j:(unput31ished
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Education were  high  school  aver.age  marks,  the  College  Entrance
Examination  Board  Scol`es  in  the  Scholastic  Aptitude  Test  (SAT),
which  consists  of  the  Verbal Aptitude  Test  (VAT)  and  the  MaLthemtical
Aptitude  Test,  (mT),  English  Composition,  age  at  entrance  to  college,
quintile  standing at  graduation from high  school,  and principall s
recommendation.     The  criterion  of  success  was  the  freshman  averaLge
marks.    The  data  included  the  scores  of  155  students  who  had  spent
turo  years  at  the  University.    The  findings  of  this  study  disagl.eed
"ith  the  study by Reganu  in  that  the  best  single  predictor  of  aLcedemic
success  in  the  freshman year  of  college  is  high  school  average  marks,
the  coefficient  of  correlation between  the  two variables being  .65.
The  next best  single  predictor was  the  Verbal  Aptitude  Test  on  the
College  Entrance  ExaminaLtion  Test which  had  col.relation  of  .55  with
freshman  marks.    Again,  a  cofroination  of  factors  was  found  to  be
better  than  any  one  single  factor.    The  cohoination  of  higl  school
mal`ks  and  the  Verbal  Aptitude  Test was  found  to  have  a  correlation  of
.72  With  the  freshman  averages.
Although not  limited  to  teacher  education,  the  study made by
SmithL5  is  I.eviewed  here  for  two  reaLsons:    First,  it was  from  this
study  that  arose  the  idea for  the  investigation  at Appalachian State
Teachers  College;  second,  the  methods  used  in  Smithls  study  for
analyzing  data  are  very  similar  to  the  ones  used  in  the  st,udy now
1hRegan9 ff .  ±.
L5George  a.  Smith,  "Who Would  Be  Elirfuated.    A  Study  of
Selective  Admission  to  College,t'
Decenfoer,  1956,  University  of
Education,  I.aurence,  Kansas.
Kansas  Studies  In
Kansas
Education,
School  o
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under  investigation.    Smithl s  study was  undertaken with  an  interest
in  seeing what would  have  happened  at  the  University  of Kansas  had
the  entrance  placement  examinations  administered  to  all  students  at,
the  time  of first  register.ing  at  the  University  Of  Kansas  been  really
used  as  ''selection"  tests.     The  study  included  1,006  graduates,
students  of  the  class  of  1955,  who  haLd  t,aken both  the  American
Council  of  Education  ExaJnination  end  the  Coopel.ative  English  Test
at  the  begirming  of  their freshman  year  in  college.    The  study was
really  centered  on  208  graduates  who  made  below  the  goth  percentile
on both  the  ACE  and  the  English  examinations.     The  reason  for  using
the  50th per.centile  aLs  the  "cutting"  score  is  t,hat  several  educators
had  used  that point  in  recent  speeches.     The  208  students  who  scored
below  the  goth  percentile  on both  the  ACE  a,nd  the  English  placement
tests  were  distributed  throughout  the  University  and  just  as  widely
distributed  throughout  the  different  schools  of  the  University.    The
study found  that  students  with perseverance,  drive,  and determination,
even  though  they have  low  entrance  test  scores,  seem  to  succeed  in
all  fields  of  academic  endeavors.    Another  very  interesting  point was
brought  out  in  this  study.    If  the  ''cutting  scorell  for  admission had
been  placed  at  the  25t,h  percentile,  67  students  would  have  been
denied  admission who  in  their  la.ter  work  did  equally  as well  as  the
lho  students  in  the  nerfu  higher  quarter  of  test  scores.    Obviously,
mol.e  of  those  in  the  lower  percentage  ranges  dropped  out  of  their
own  free will  or  were  invited  to depart  throuch  some  administ,rative
procedul`e,  but,  the  67  students  who  continued  their  education  did
about  as  well  as  those  who  remained  in  the  next  25th  percentile  range,
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at  least  in the  opinion  of  many  college professors who assigned the
grades.    The  fact  that  the various  faculties  voted degrees  on  all  208
of  the  students  involved indicaLted  that they  considered  then to have
perfomed  sufficiently veil to repl.esent the  University of Kansas  as
graduates  of this  institution.
In  summarizing his  study  Smith  mnde  the  following  statement:
The  solution  for  the  crush  of future  enrollments
is not selection prior to registration in a state system,
college,  or university,  if  such  institutions  can in any
way possible  expand their facilities  to  accept the  groups
irishing  to be  educated.    It Would  seem  that  every other
device for  handling  large  enrollments  should be  tried
before  screening  entrants by examinations  in the  state
systers.
If restrictions for admission had been applied
through  the  two  tests  used in this  study,  208  graduates
of  the  Class  Of  1955  at the  University  Of  Kansas trould
not  have been admitted  as  freshmen  if  the  "cutting  scoret'
of  the fiftieth percentile hed been in operation.    The
loss  to  the  state  and nation would halve been forty
teachers,  twenty-two  engineers,  five  journalists,  seven
lawyers,  seven doctors,  seven pharmicists,  and  ninety-
six graduates  from the  College  of  IIiberal Arts  and
Sciences  and  the  School  of  Business  who  majored  in  areas
whel'e  the  supply  Of  trained manpower  is  in  equally  short
supply.
Because  of the  numerous  studies in the  area of prediction of
academic  success  in  college,  it is  not possible  to  make  a  coxplete
analysis  of  them as  has  been done  with  the  previous  three studies.
The remainder  of  this  revietr of the  litel`ature will be  a brief
analysis  of  the f indings  Of different  studies  as  they pertain  to
certain fa.ctors  used  ln predicting  academic  success  in  college.
E± School |v_e_I_±g=? =±=!:g.    Many  studies  on  the  relationship
between high  school  average  marks  and  college  success  have  been  made.
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Among  these  studies  by  SegalL6,  Durf|inerL7,  Gladfe|terl8,  HawksL9,
and Byrns2° were  found  correlations  fl.om  .50  to  .70 between higl
school marks  and  college  mrks.    These  investigations  give  additional
weight  to  the  sxpposition that if  all high  school marks  and  college
marks  could be reduced  to  coxparable bases  throughout,  a  studentls
prat)ability Of  success  could be  more  accurately predicted.    The
disparity  marking  schemes  among  high  schools  and  among  colleges  tern
to  reduce  the  I.eliability  Of  the predictors;  md therefore,  decrease
the  size  of  the  coefficients  of  correlation.
It nay be  stated  that among  all  the  factors  contributing to
prediction  of  college  success,  high  school  average  mar.ks  Continues
to  show a  very high  correlation with  college  scholarship  despite  the
size  of  the  group  studied,  kinds  of  znarking  systems  used,  the  length
Of  the  college  course  considered  as  the  criterion,  and  other factors
gffing±ri::;;::§§:#i;§i:ni;?wfuasc£=:to:,C3:I:::."G¥int
17Glenn W.  I)urfliner,  Wprediction  of  College  Success:    A
gl:E:ga=TE:c#LFar=ini;:6:-##r¥9£g:=±==Lan
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ithich  make  it difficult  to  reduce  the  material  to  comparable  data.
Read,21  in  a study  made  at Wichita lfunicipal  university,  concurs
with  the  findings  of  many  investigators  when he  concludes  that  high
school  average  is  one  of  the  best  single  predictors  of freshman
average  marks.
Fife School  Rank. Because  of  the  disparity  in high  school
marks  the  ranking  of  students  is  usually  considered  a very  slight
ixprovement  over  high  school  aver.ages  in predicting  college  scholar-
ship.    studies  by  Lins,22  P1,uno,23  Lien,2h  Thonarm,25  found  a
correlaLtion  of  .h3  to  .75  between high  school  rank  and  college  marks.
An  analysis  of  studies  reviewed here  seem to  indicate  that
tinere  are  no  significant  differences  between high  school  rank  and
hich  school  marks  as  predicbors  of  success  in  college.    It  should be
noted,  however,  that  rank  is  influenced by  the  nultoer  in the
2LC.  a.  Read,  Itprediction  of  School  Success  in  a Mutcipal
h8:187-88,  August,  1938.University," School  and
22|,.  d.  Lins,  Wprobability Appl.oach  to  Forecasting  thiversity
Success  with  Heasured Grades  As  The  Criterion,"  Educational  and
Psychological  Measurements,  10!386-91,  Auturm,  19  0.
23Va|worth  Rice  Plufro,  "The  Prediction  of  Academic  Success  at
5±:set:::I::?yrf:v##%;o:g'w:*:::i::i;;6'.'   £#:#9l:s?;d. Th. IJ.
2hArnold  .uel  Loin,  lIA  Coxparative  Predictive  Sttry  Of
Students  in  the  Four  Curricula  of  a  Teacher  Erfucation  Institution,"
Journal ± Experimental 21931-219,  Decerfeer,   1952.
25bon  F.   Thomann,  .lRelationship  Between  the  High  School  and
College  Editions  of  the  A.a.E.   Psychological  Examination  and  Their
Relative  Value  in  Predicting  College  Achievement,"  Journal ±£ jE±e
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graduating  class.    For  exariple,  to  rank f irst in  a dass  of  30  is
quite  different from ranking  first  in  a  class  of  300.    Nevertheless,
in  spite  of  this varia.tion,  high  school  rank  upon  graduation  seems
to be  as  efficient or  slightly more  efficient   a predictor variable  as
high  school  average  marks.    This  holds  true  especially linen high  school
pel`centile  rank irdth  its  greater precision  is  used  as  the predictor
variable .
Scholastic  Aptitude  Tests. In  a  summary  of  coefficients  of
correlation of  general  aptitude  tests  art  college  success  coxpiled  in
193h,  Wagner26  found  the  range  of  the  College  Entrance  Examination
Board  SAT  to  run  from  .I+i  to  .55.    She  reports  the  median  co.efficients
of  all  types  of  general  aptitude  tests  as  running  from  .ho  to  .5o.27
In  several  coxprehensive  summaries  of prognostic  measures,  medians  of
.45,28  and  .Iil29  were  found between various  scholastic  aptitude  tests
and  Qollege  scholarship.    Based  upon previous  research  it  can be
concluded  that  aptitude  tests  of  scholastic  ability  show a median
correhatLon  coefficient  of  about  .b5 "ith  college  average  marks,  with
26Mazie  E.  Wagner,   qpre?_iptign  _Of _qo|leg_e_  Pe_rfo_rmaneie>"  ±£
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the  median  coefficient  of the  Scholastic  Aptitude  Test  of  the  College
Entrance  ExaJdration  Board being  approximately  .h6.
Thus,  it  appears  that  the  College  Board  Scholastic  Aptitude
Test  is  as  I`eliable  as  other  aptitude  tests  for predicting  college
scholarship.    General  aptitude  tests  constitute  a fairly reliable
means  for predicting  success  as  a whole;  but  they  rank,  generally,
below  high  school  marks,  high  school  class  rank,  and  general
achievement  tests  in  efficiency of prediction.
Achievement  Tests  Including  English  Usage. In  general,
research  shows  that  the  correlation  coefficients between  the  English
Composition  Test  and  college  success  are  somewhat  lower  than  the
coefficients  of  correlation  for  other  tests  of  achievement.
Weber,30  in  an  investigation  conducted  at Wells  College
covering  a.  six-year  period,  found  a  coefficient  of  correlation  of
.h03  between  English  Coxposition  and  first-year  college  average  in
one  study.    In  another  study  he  found,  on  the  other  hand,  a
coefficient  of  .178.
Working  with  261  students  at  Mt.  Holyoke  College,  Weaver  and
Stokes31  found  a  col.relation  coefficient  of  the  .h6 between  English
Composition  and  freshman  average  marks.
3°c.   o.  Weber,   ''01d  and
of  College  Freshmen,"
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In  Coxparing  the  results  of  the  studies  on English  Coxposition
with  investigations  of  average  score  on  all  College  Board Achievement
tests,' it has been found  that  the  coefficients  of  correlaLtion between
the  average  achievement  tests  score  and  college  average  inn higher
than  the  coefficient between  English Coxposition art  college  average.
CraLrford,32  ±n  a  study  at Yale  which  included  591  students,  found  a
coefficient  Of  .6393  betHeen  College  Board  achievement  tests  and
freshman  average  marks3  in another  stndy,  he f ound  a  coefficient  of
•thl2.
in his  study  at Wells  College,  Weber33  found  coefficients  of
.h6  and  .31  between  old-type  CEEB  average  score,  new-trype  CEEB
average  score,  respectively,  and  college  marks.
In  cotoined  data collected  on  358  students  in three  Eastern
colleges,  Landry3h reported  a coefficient of  correlation  of  .491
between  average  score  on  the  achieverrent  tests  of the  College
Entrance  ExaminaLtion Board  and  freshman  average.
General  achievement  tests,  it  is  agreed by most iavestigatol`s,
rank  second  to high  school  marks  or  Class  rank  as  predictors  of
college  success,  the median  coefficient of  correlation  of  the  several
studies  being  .h9.    Then achievelnent  tests  are  restricted  to  specific
32A.  a.  Crenrford,  "Forecasting  Freshman  Achievement,"
±p!  Sog_i_et¥,  31:125-32,  January,1930.
33Weber,  fl.  CLE.j  PP.  70-75.
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3hH.  A.  Landry,  WRehative  Prediction  Value  of  Certain College
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subjects,  as  in  the  case  of  the  English  Coxposition,  the  median drops
to  .ho.35
ee±dcoiie8e success.    The relationship between  age and
college  average  marks  tends  to be  negative.    At  any  rate  there  is
almost  general  agreement  among  studies  in  this  area  that  there  is
from  zero  to  negative  relationship  between  age  and  college  success.
In respect  to  this,  in a  study  at mchigan  State College,  Pierson36
found  that  the  youngest  students  (those  18  years  or younger)  made  the
hithest  grades,  end  the  lowest  grades  wel`e  made by  those I ron  22  to
2h  years  of  nee.
Dryer,37 who  reviewed  the  area  rather  thoroughly,  is  Of  the
opinion  that  the  correlations  between  age  and  college  scholarship
are  not  significant enough  to be valuable  for prediction purposes.
It would  seem that  age  cannot be relied  upon for use  in forecasting
college  success.
a  Recommendation. Hany  colleges,  in  addition  to
giving  consideration to a  studentls  hi8b  school preparation  and
`  record,  entrance  examinations,  and  other factors,  evaluate  the
confidential  statement from the principal  as  to  the  studentl s
personal  qualifications,  character,  and fitness  to  do  college  irork.
35Garett, E i, p. lob
3faoland  R.  Pierson,  'lAge  Versus  Academic  Success  in
College  Students," School  end;=§ ±o_c__i=e±¥,  h8: 9L-95,  August,19h8.
37Paul  S.  Dryer,  "The  Correlation Between Age  at Entrance
and  Success  in  College,fl
April,  1938.
Journal  of Education Psychology,  30: 216,
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This  factor,  1n  cases  where  the  reports  of  the  principals  can be
relied upon,  is  a  relichle  supplement  to  the  knowledge  gained  about
the  student  from other  indicaLtors  of  probable  academic  sticcess.
Cordery,  38  in  a  study made  at  Stanford  university,  found  a
coefficient  of  correlation  Of  .41 between principalls  recommendation
and  college  scholarship.
At Texple  university,  Gladfelter39  correlated principall s
recommendation with freshman  average  of  129  students  from Philadelphia
high  schools  and  found  a  coefficient  of  .h6.
In a  study  at the  thiwirsity  of  OI.egon tihich  included  381
students,  I}ouglassh°  found  coefficients  of  .h3  and  .h8 between
principalls  ratings  and  three  terms  of  college  work  and  five  terms
of  college work,  respectively.
xpt_ip_l± Correlation. A nuhoer  of  investigaLtions  in I.elation
to  college  success  have  been lnade wherein  a  cofroination  of  several
variables  are used  in  an  attempt  to  ilxprove  the  pl`ediction of
academic  success  in  college.    Almost without  exception  these
investigations have  found  that  a  confoination of several  factors  is
more  accurate  in forecasting  academic  Success  in college  than  any
single factor.
38Karl  H.  Cordery,  nstanford  University Admission method, II
Bulletin  of  the  American Association  of
_i_  _____ _i_  _  _                                                   __  i    ____  ______  __  __5i95rfe,ipH,-
39Gladfelter,  £p: £±±,  pp.  187-95.
hpDouglass, fi i, P.  12.
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Durflinger,hL  in his  strmary  of  investigations  in this  al`ea,
repol`ted  that  mlltiple  correlation  coefficients  are  seldom higher
than  .80.    In his  study  of  investigat,ions  he  found  that  irrespective
of  the  cofroinations  used  the  median  multiple  correlation  coefficieut
is  usually between  .60  and  .70.
suMrmr
In  summarizing  this  review  of  the  literature  the  follorfug
conclusion  seems  plausible.    High  school  average  and  high  school  rank
in  class  seem to be  the  individual  factors  that best predict
academic  success  in  college with  hich  school  rank by percentiles
having  a  slight  edge  over  hich  school  average.    Next  to  high  school
rank  and  high  school  average,  a battery  of  achievement  tests  is  the
pl.edictor  of  academic  success;  however,  this  is  not  true  for
achievement  tests  in  some  special  areas  such  as  English  usage.
General  aptitude  tests  may be  used  as  relichle bases  for
prediction  of  success  in college;  but,  in  general,  they  rank below
high  school  average,  high  school  rank  in  class,  and  general
achievement  tests  in  efficiency  of  prediction.    The  relation between
age  and  college  success  is  of  no  value  as  a predictor,  and  it  should
not be  used  either  as  aL  single  f a.ctor  or  in  cofroination triLth  other
factors.    The  principalls  recommendation  may  in  certain  cases  be  used
hLDurflinger, E.  it..  P.  77.
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as  a reliable means  of predicting  success  in  college, but  care should
be  taken  im the  use  of  this f actor.
In the final  analysis,  no  single  factor  gives  a correlation
high  enough  to be  used by  itself iFithout  considerable  error;  therefore,
the  use  Qf  several  factors  in cofroinabion  is  recolnmended  over  the  use
of  any one  factor.    Almost without  exception,  a  corfeination  of factor.s
tJill give a  more  efficient prediction of  college  success  than will
any  one  factor.
The  study by  Smith42  as  well  as  many'  other  studies  stress  the
ixportance  of  caution in making  use  of  any  one  variable  or  cofroination
or variables  as  the  sole bases for  selecting  college  students.    I)oing
this without  a careful program of individual  guidance  and  counseling
rill most likely result in elimination  of  some young people too have
the drive  and determination  that  see  them  through  a success fiil
college  education.
h2smith, fi i, p.  28.
CHAPTER  Ill
ANAL¥SIS   0F  ENTRANCE  TEST   SCORES   0F   GRADUATES  AND  DROP-CUTS
The  purpose  of  this  Chapter w,as  to  present  the  findings
concerning  what would  have  actually happened  at Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  if  the  scores  from  the  three  placement  tests  given
to  all  freshmen  at  the  time  of  entrance  had been used  as  a  screening
or  selecting  device.    Nine-h.undred  and  four  of  the  1,2h5  students
taking  the  placement  examinations  during  the  years  1950,  1951,  1952,
and  1953  were  included  in  this  study.    These  90h  students  mere
divided  into  two  groups.    The  first  group  consists  of  58h  students
"ho  graduated  from Appalachian  Sta.te  Teachers  College  and  who  had
scores  on  all  three  placement  tests.    The  second  group  consists  of
320  drop-outs  who  had  a  quality point  rating  below 175  at  the  time
they  quit  school  and  who  had  test  scores  on  all  three  placement
tests,
The  three  placement  tests  given  to  all  entering  freshmen
during  the  school  years  of  1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953  were  the  Inglis
Vocabula.ry  Test,  the  Barrett-Ryan-Schrarmel  English  Test,  and  the
American  Council  of  Education  Psychological  Test.    In  the  analysis
of  the  test  scores  the  local  norms  wet.e  used  on  all  three  placement
tests,  and  the  national  norms  were  used  on  the  ACE  and  the  BRS.
National  norms  were  not  given  for  the  Inglis  Vocabulary  Test.    The
local  nomis  were  considered  as  well  as  national norms,  because  it
was  the  feeling  of  the  Guidance  Dil.ector  of  Appalachian  Sta,te
Teachel`s  College  that  the  local  norms  might be  better predictors
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for Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  students  and,  therefore,  a
more valid basis  for  screening  than would be the  national  norms.
The  local  norms  trere  obtained  from the  scores  Of  the  i,2h5  students
taking  the  th.ree placement  tests  during  the  school  years  of  1950,
1951,  1952,  and  1953.
"e  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on both  the  local  and
national norms trere  selected  as  cut-off points  to be  studied  in
relation  to  the placement  tests.    The  points  were  recommended by
edninistrators  and  guiidance  persomel  at Appal&chian  State  Teachers
College.    Some  studies  have  used  the  50th percentile  as  a cut-off
point.    Most  investigators  and  the  personnel  of  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  felt  that  this point was  too  high for  any
practical  elinination puxposes;  therefore,  it was not used  in  the
study.    Some  state universities use  the  loth percentile  as  the  cut-
off point.    By using  the  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-
off points,  it  is  reasonchle  to  hope  that  this  study Would determine
whether  or  not  any  one  of  these  migivt have been used  as  a fair
eut-off point for  the  screening or  selecting  of  students who  eatered
Appalacbian  during  the  years  of  1950,  1951,  1952,   and  1953.    The
value  of  any one  of  these  three  selected percentiles  for  screening
purposes  will be determined by whether  the  percentile  selected trould
have  eliminated  students  who  fell below that selected point  on the
placement  examinations  and  dropped  out  of  college  before  graduation
because  of  low quality points  and,  at  the  same  time,  did  not
elirimate stndents ttho  graduated from college.
It might be well  to  mention  that  in  the  analysis  of placement
test  scores  in  relation  to  certedn  cut-off points  that a  test or  a
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cut-off point trould be  consider.ed  to  be  a  gcod  one then  it eliminates
those  students  who drop  out  of  school because  of  academic  problems
and,  at  the  same  time,  eliminates  none  or  very  fen graduat,es.
Therefore,  in  analyzing  the  data,  a  search will be  made  for  the  tests
or  the  cohoination of  tests  and a percentile  on the tests  that trould
eliminate  a laLrge  percentage  Of  the  drop-outs  and,  at the  same  time,
eliminate  none  or  a very  small percentage  of the  graduates.
In  order  to  draw out findings  in relation  to both  graduates
and  drop-outs  and,  at  the  same  time,  to  make  coxparisons  between
the  tests  and  the  probable  cut-off poiats  for both graduates  and
drop-oats,  the  tables uill be presented izi pairs.    Each time  a  table
is presented  thich  analyzes  date  concerning  greduaLtes  a  corresponding
table f or drop-outs till be preseBted.
The  first  two  tables  to be presented,  one  dealing  thth
graduates  and  the  other drop-outs,  will  analyze  the placelnent tests
individually in  terms  of the local loth,  15th,  and 25th percentiles.
"e  findings  from each  Of  these  tchles triLll be  draun  out  separately
and  then coxpared.    Table  I  is  concerned with  the  findings  of  the
total  nufroer  and percentage  of  graduates  making  scores  below the
local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on  any  one  of  the  three
placement  tests.    Table  11  is  concerned with  the  findings  of  the  total
nuhoer  art  percenta,ge  of drop-outs  making  scores below  the  local
loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on  any one  of  the  three placement
tests,
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TABLE   I.      NuneER   ANI)   PRECENTAGE   oF   THE  58h  GRADUATES  MAKING   sCoREs
BELow  CERTAIN  LoCAL   PERCENTIIEs   oN  ANY   ONE  oF   Tlm   TlmFE   PLACEMENT
TESTS.
Local IV BRS ACE
Per.centile Nufroer Per  Cent Nurwher Per.  Cent Nufroer Per  Cent
10  per  cent* 3LL 5.8 73 12.5 3h 5.8
15  per  cent 41 7.0 90 15.h h8 8.2
25  per  cent 79 13.5 129 22.1 90 15.h
#This  table  reads  as  follows:     Of  the  58h  gradua.tes  3h,  or  5.8
::r|2:;t;eff:n: : o:e:Seb ::::e :h;e:::ih:e:::a:e:8::t:::c::#: :X; tz: '
BRS;   and  3h,  or  5.8  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth
percentile  on  the  ACE.
TABLE   11.       NUMBER  AND   PERCENTAGE   OF   THE   320  DROP-OUTS  MAI{ING   SCORES
BELOW  CERTAIN  LOCAlj   PERCENTILES   ON  ANY   ONE   0F   THE  THREE   PI.ACEMENT
TESTS.
I,ocalPercentile IV BRS ACE
Nufroer Per.  Cent Nuhoer Per  Cent Nufroer Per  Cent
10  per  centrzc 59 |8.h 57 17.8 89 27.8
13  per  cent 89 27.8 71 25.3 117 36.6
25 per  cent 125 39.0 118 36.9 15h h8.1
i€This  table  I.eads  as  follows:     Of  the  320  drop-outs  59,  or
18.h  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth percentile  on  the
Ivj  57,  or  17.8  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth  percentile
on  the  BRS;  89,  or  27.8  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth
percentile  on  the  ACE.
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EIP9_±Bgg E9Lr E=E±8 I:    1.    Using  the  local loth  percentile  as
a  cut-off point,  the  least nufroer  of  graduates,  3b,  or  5.8  per  cent,
Would have  been elirinated by either  the ACE  or  IV  scores.
2.    Using  the local loth percentile  as  a cut-off point,  the
greatest  nuriber  of  gI.aduates,  73,  or  12.5  per  Cent,  would  have  been
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
3.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nuhoer  of  graduates,  hl,  or  7.0  per  cent,  wound  have been
eliminated by  the  IV  scores.
b.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
greatest  nuhoer  of  graduates,  90,  or  15.h per  cent,  would have been
eliminated  by  the  BRS  scores.
5.    Using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nuhoer  of graduates,  79,  or  13.5 per  cent,  would have been
eliminated by  the  IV  scores.
6.    Using  the local  25th percentile  as  a cut-off point,  the
greaLtest  nuriber  of  graduates,  129,  or  22.i  per  cent,  would have  been
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
7.    It is  interesting to  note  that at  all  three cut-off points,
the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25bh percentiles,  the  IV  scores  eliminated
the  least number  of  graduating  students;  whereas  at  aLll  three  cut-off
points,  the  BRS  test  scol`es  eliminated  the  greatest  nulfoer  of
graduating  students.
For  Table  Nurfoer  11:-__         ____       _       _            _                   .       ___           __    _ 1.    Using  the  local  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the  greatest nulhoer  of  drop-outs,  89,
or  27.8  per  cent,  would  have been  eliminated by  the  ACE  scores.
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2.    Using  the  local  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least  nufroer  of  drop-outs,  37,  or  17.8  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
3.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
greatest  nurtoer  Of  drop-outs,  117,  or  36.6  per  cent,  could  have been
eliminated by the  ACE  scores.
h.    tJsing  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least mfroer  of  drop-outs,  71,  or  25.3  per  cent,  would  have beeri
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
5.    Using  the  local  25th per.centile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
greatest nuhoer  of  drop-outs,  15Li,  or  h8.1  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  the  ACE  scores.
6.    Using  the local  25th percentile  as  a cut-off point,  the
least  nunfoer  of  drop-outs,  118,  or  36.9  per  cent,  would have  been
elilninated  by  the  BRS  scores.
7.    It is  interesting  to  note  that at all  three  cut-off
points,  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles,  the  ACE  scores
eliminated  the  greatest nuhoer of drop-outs;  whereas  aLt all  three
cut-off points,  the  BRS  scores  eliminated  the  least rmfroer  of drop-
Otlts ,
EipFipg± !=!  Coxparison  ofi- Tables  I  and  11.     1.    The  IV
scores  elininated  the least nufroer  of  graduaLtes  at all  three  cut-
off points  except  the  local  loth percentile where  there was  a  tie
with  the  ACE;  whereas  the  ACE  scores  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer
of drop-ours  at all  three  cut-off points.
3h
2.    Using the  local loth percentile  as  a  cnt-off point  on  the
ACE  gave  the  best percentage ratio  Of  drop-outs  to  graduates:    this
ratio being  approximately five  drop-outs  eliminated  to  one  graduate
elirinated.    However,  when  considering  the  actual nuhoer,  in  order
to have  eliminated  89  drop-outs by using  the  local loth percentile  as
a  cut-off  point  on  the  ACE,  one  would have  eliminated  3h  students who
gredunted.
Tables  I  and  11  analyzed  each  test  individually  according  to
local  norms.    The  next  two  tables will be  concerned with  the  analysis
of  a  cofroination  of  any  tiro  of  the  placement  tests.    Table  Ill  is
concerned with  the  findings  of  the  total nulfoer  and peroeutage  of
graduates  making  scores below  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th per-
centiles  on  any  tlro  of  the  three placement  tests.    Table  IV  is
concerned with  the  findings  of  the  total  nuhoer  and  percentage  of
drop-outs  making  scores below  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th
percentiles  on  any  two  of  the  three placement  tests.
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TABRE  Ill.      NuneER  AND  rmRCENTAGE  oF  "E  58h  GRAI]uATEs  MAKING  sCoREs
BELOw  CERTAIN  LOCAL  PERCENTILES  ON  ANY   TWO   OF   "E  THREE  PLACEMENT
TESTS.
Local IV  and  BRS IV  and  ACE BRS  and  ACE
Perceutile Nu]deer Per  Cent Nuhoer Per  Cent Nunfoer Per  Cent
10 per  cents 8 1.A 7 1.2 11 1.9
15 per  cent 12 2.1 20 3.4 23 3.9
25  per  cent 32 5.7 hl 7,0 th 7.5
#"is  table  reads  as  follous:    Of  the  58h  graduates  8,  or  I.h
per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth percentile  on  the  IV  and
BRS;  7,  or  1.2  per  cent,  made  scores below  the  local  loth percentile
on  the  IV  and  ACE;  11,  or  i.9  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local
loth  percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
TABI,E  Iv.      NumER  AND  PERCENTAGE  OF   "E  32o  DROp-OuTs  MAKING  scOREs
BELOW  CERTAIN  LOCAL   PERCENTILES   0N  ANY   TWO  OF   TEE   THREE  PLACERENT
TESTS.
I,ocalPercentile IV  and  BRS IV  and  ACE BRS  and  ACE
Number Per  Cent Hufroer Per Ceat Nufroer Per  Cent
10  per  cents 22 6.9 23 7.2 28 8.8
15  per  Cent 33 10.3 47 1h.7 43 13.b
25  per  cent 73 22.8 88 27.5 86 26.9
#This  table  reads  aLs  follorJs:     Of  the  320  drop-oats  22,  or  6.9
per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth  percentile  on  the  IV  and
BRS3  23,  or  7.2  per  cent,  made  scores below  the  local  loth percentile
on  the  IV  and  ACE;   28,  or  8.8  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local
loth  percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
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E±P-qing£ E2= E§E±g ZEE.    1.    Using  the  local  loth  percentile
as  a  out-off point,  the  least nufroer  of  graduates,  7,  or  1.2  per  ceat,
would  have  been  diminated by the  IV  and ACE  scores.
2.    Using the  local loth percentile as  a cut-off point,  the
greaLtest  nufroer  of  graduates,  11,  or  i.9  per  cent,  would  have  beea
eliminated by  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores.
3.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least  nufroer  of  graduates,  12,  or  2.1  per  cent,  would have been
elirfuated by  the  IV  and  BRS  scores.
h.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a cut-off point,  the
gI.eatest  nufroer  of  graduates,  23,  or  3.9  per  cent,  Would have been
eliminated by  the  BRS  art  the  ACE  scores.
5.    Using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nuter  of  the  graduates,  32,  or  5.7 per  cent,  Would have been
eliminated by  the  IV  and BRS  scores.
6.    Using  the  local  25th perceatile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the
greatest  nunfoer  of  the  graduates,  I+I+,  or  7.5  per  cent,  would  have
been  eliminated by  the  BRS  art  ACE  scores.
7.    It is  interesting  to  note  that all three  cut-off points,
the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th  percentiles,  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores
would here  eliminated  the  greatest nuriber  of  graduating  students.
8.    It is  also  interesting  to  note  that  at the local  15th
and  23th  percentiles  the  IV  and BRS  scores  would  have  eliminated the
least nurfeer  of  graduating  students.
Ei_nQ_iEg=9= E2= !gE±S !}[.    1.     Using  the  local  loth  percentile  as
a cut-off point,  the  greatest nufroer  of  drop-outs,  28,  or  8.8 per  cent,
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would  have been  eliminated by the  BRS  and  ACE  scores.
2.    Using  the local  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nufroer  of  drop-outs,  22,  or 6.9  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  the  IV  and BRS  scores.
3.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as a ctit-off point,  the
greatest  nufroer  of  drop-outs,  47,  or  lh.7  per  cent,  wound  have been
eliminated  by  the  IV  and  ACE  scol.es.
h.    Using  the  local 15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nufroer  of  drop-outs,  33,  or  10.3 per  cent,  tJould have been
elirfuated by  the  IV  and BRS  scores.
5.    Using  the local  25th percentile  as  a  out-off point,  the
greatest nurd3er  of  drop-outs,  88,  or  27.5  per  ceat,  uould  hare been
eliminated by  the  IV  and ACE  scores.
6.    Using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nufroer  of  drop-outs,  73,  or  22.8  per  cent,  would have been
eliminated by  the  IV  and  BRS  scores.
7.    It  is  inter.eating  to  note  that  the  IV and BRS  scores
tlouLd  have  eliminated  the  least nuhoer  of drop-oats  at all  three
cut-off points.
8.    Along  the  same  line  Of  thought,  the  IV  and  ACE  scores
would have  eliminated  the  greatest rmfroer  at  the  15th  and  25th
percentiles.
!a! Comparison ££ E±E±± EE! ±             E¥.1.    using
the  local loth percentlle  as  a  cut-off point,  the  IV  and ACE Would
haLve  eliminaLted  the  least  nulther  of  graduates,  whereas  the  BRS  and
ACE uould  have  eliminated  the  most  drop-outs.
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2.    Using  the  local  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
IV  and  BRS would  have  eliminated  the  least  nuriber  of  graduates,
thereas  the  IV  and  ACE  would  have  eliminated  the  gI.eaLtest  nufroer  of
drop-outs.
3.    Using  the local  25th peroentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
IV  and BRS Would have  elininated  the  least nuhoer  of  graduates,
whereas  the  IV  and  ACE could  have  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer  of
drop-outs.
h.    Using  the  local  loth pel`centile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
ACE  and  IV  gave  the  best percentage  ratio  Of  drop-outs  to  graduates:
the  ratio being  6 drop-outs  elirinated  to one  graduate  eliminated.
Hovever,  when  considering  actual  nufroers  in ol.der  to  have  eliminated
23  drop-outs  one would  have  elininated  7  students  too  graduated.
Table  Ill  and  Tchle  IV  coxpared nufroers  and percentages  of
graduates  end  drop-outs  at  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles
by  a  combination  of  any  ttro  of  the  three  placement  test  scores.    Table
V  is  concerned with  the  total  nufroer  and  percentage  of  greduntes
making  scores below  the local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on  all
three  of  the  placement  tests.    Table  VI  is  concerned with  the  total
nufroer  and  percentage  of  drop-outs  making  scores  below the  local
loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on  all  three  of  the placement  tests.
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TABLE  v.      NUMBER   AND  PERCENTAGE  oF   THE  58h  GRADUATEs  rmKING   scoREs
BELOW  CERTAIN   LOCAL   PERCENTII,ES  0N  ALL   OF   THE  THREE   PLACEMENT   TESTS.
LocalPercentile IV  and  BRS  and  ACE
"ufroer Per  Cent
10  per  cent#c 4 .7
15 per  cent 8 1.A
25  pel`  cent 24 4.1
i+This  table  reads  as  follows:     Of  the  58h  gI.eduates  h,  ol`  .7
per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth percentile  on  all  of  the
thl`ee  placement  tests.
TABI]E  VI.      NtJREER  AND   PERCENTAGE  0F   "E   320  DROP-OUTS  MAKING   SCORES
BELOW  CERTAIN  LOCAL   PERCENTIIiES   0N  ALL   0F   THE   ITJRE,E  PLACEMENT   TESTS.
LocalPercentile IV  and  BRS  and  ACE
Nulhoer Per  Cent
10 per  cents 10 3.I
15 per  cent 2h 7.5
25  per  cent 56 17.5
*This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  320  drop-oats  10,  or  3.1
per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth  percentile  on  all  of  the
three  placement  tests.
ho
Findings ± E± I. 1.    Four,  or  .7  per  cent,  of  the
graduates  made  scores below the  local  loth percenule  on  all  three  of
the placement  tests.
2.    Eight,  or  1.h per cent,  Of the  gI.aduates  made  scores  below
the  local 15th percentile  on all  three  of  the placement  tests.
3.    Twenty-four,  or  h.1 per  cent,  of  the graduates  rmde  scores
below the  local  25th percentile  on  all  three  of  the  placemeho  tests.
b.    It is  interesting  to note  that  the  nulfoer  of  graduates
below the  15th percentile  is  doifole  the  nufroer  of  gI.aduates below the
loth percerfeile  on  all  three  of  the  placement  tests  scol`es.
5.    Along  the  same  line  of  thought,  the  nuhoer  of  graduates
below  the  25th percentile  is  three  times  as  gI.eat as  the  nuhoer  of
graduates  below  the  15th percentile  on  all  three  of  the placement
tests  scores.
Findings  For  Tchle  VI.    1. Ten,  or  3.1  per  cent,  of  the
drop-ours  made  scol.es below  the  local  loth percentile  on all  three
placemnt  tests.
2.    TtJenty-four,  or  7.5  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores
below the  local  15th percentile  on  all  three placement  tests.
3.    Fifty-six,  or  17.5  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores
below  the  local  25th percentile  on  all  three  of  the plaLcement  tests.
I.    It is  interesting  to  note  that the  nulfoer  of drop-outs
below  the  15th percentile  is  2.h  times  as  great  as  the nuhoer  of
drop-oats below  the  loth  percentile  on  all  three  of  the placement
tests  scol`es.
hl
5.    Along  the  same  line  of  thought,  the  nufroer  of  drop-outs
below  the  25th perceutile  is  2.3  times  as  great  as  the  nufroer  Of
drop-outs below the  15th percentile  on all  three  of the  placement
tests  scores.
¥_±£±±g! EE Coxparison ± !±±9 I ±±Ld !E±S E.    1.    Then
considering  a  cohoination of all  three  tests  and using  the  local  loth
percentile  as  a cut-off point,  h,  or  .7 per cent,  of  the  graduates  and
10,  ®r  3.1 per  cent,  of  the  drop-ours  would  have  been  eliminated.
3.    1then  considering  a  cofroination  of  all  three  tests  and
using  the  local  25th percentile  2L,  or  h.1  per  cent,  of  the  graduates
and  56,  or  17.i  per  cent,  if  the  drop-outs  irould  have been  eliminated.
The  first  six  tables  have  been eoncermed with  an  analysis  of
all  thl.ee  placement  test  scores  on  the  basis  of  local  norms.     The  ne]de
four  tal>1es will be  concerned with  the  analysis  of  test  data  on  two
placement  tests,  the  ACE  and  the  BRS,  on  the  basis  of  natioml  norms.
The  IV  test  is  not  included because  national  norms  do  not  erist  for
this  test.    The  ne3de  tro  tal>les  rill be  concerned with  the  analysis
of  test  scores  made  on  each  of  the  two  tests.     Table  VII  is  concerned
with  the  nufroer  and  percentage  of  graduates  making  scores  belou the
national  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  on  any  one  of  two placement
te;ts.    Table  VIII  is  concerned with  the  nuhoer  end  percentage  of
drop-outs  making  scores  below  the  national  loth,  15th,  and  25th
percentiles  on  any  one  of  the  two  placement  tests.
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TABLE  vll.      Nun®RE  ANI)   PERCENTAGE   oF  THE  58h  GRAI]UATES  MAKING  sconEs
BELORT  CERTAIN  NATI0NAII   PERCENHLES   0N  ANY  ONE   0F   THE   TWO   PLACEENT
TESTS.
NationalPercentile BRS ACE
Nurfeer • Per  Cent Nurd]er Per  Cent
10  per  cents |h3 2h.5 h6 7.9
15 per  cent 203 3h.8 75 12.8
25 per  cent 309 52.9 127 21.7
EThis  table  reads  a.s  follows:    Of  the  58h  graduates  lh3,  or
2h.5 per  Cent,  made  scores  below  the  national  loth percentile  on  the
BRS;  h6,  or  7.9  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  made  scores  below  the
national loth  percentile  on  the  ACE.
TABLE  VIII.      NUMBER  ANI)  PERCENTAGE  0F  "E  320  DROP-CUTS  MAKING   SCORES
BEI.OW  CERTAIN  RATIONAL  PERCENTII.ES  0N  ANY   ORE   CF   THE   TWO  PLACRENT
TESTS.
NationalPer.centile BRS ACE
Nuhoer Per  Cent Nufroer Per  Cent
10  per  cents 117 36.6 113 35.3
15 per  cent 190 39.9 1h6 h5.6
25  per  cent 2ho 70.3 182 56.9
#This  table  reeds  as  follows:    Of  the  320  drop-outs  117,  or
3£;: E=;, c::t35:;dfe:C:r=S ,b::3: :::r::t£:=:: :£¥n::::::±±±gfn the
percentile  on  the  ACE.
Findings 2£ ± ¥.
h3
1.    Using  the national  loth percentile
as  a cut-off  point,  the  least nuhoel.  of  graduates,  46,  ®r  7.9  per  cent,
could  ha;ve  been  eliminated by  the ACE  score.
2.    Using  the  national loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
greatest nuhoer  of  graduates,  1h3,  or  2h.5  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
3.    Using  the  national  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
least nurfeer  of  graduates,  75,  or  12.8  per  cent,  Hould  have been
elirinated by  the  ACE  score.
h.    Using  the  national  15th percentile  as a  cut-off point,
the  greatest nuhoer  of  graduates,  203,  or  3h.8  per  cent,  would have
been eliminated  by the  BRS  scores.
5.    Using  the  national  25th percentile  as  a cut-off point,
the  least nuter  of graduates,  127,  or  21.7  per cent,  could have
been  eliminated by  the  ACE  scores.
6.    Using  the  national  25th percentile  as  a  cnt-off point,  the
greatest nuter  of  graduates,  309,  or  52.9  per  cent,  would have  been
eliminated by  the  BRS  scores.
7.    At  all  three  cut-off points  the  greatest nufroer  of
graduates  could have been eliminated by the  BRS  scores.
8.    At  all  three  cut-Off points  the  least nurfeer  of  greduntes
Hould have  been  eliminated by  the  ACE  scores.
9.    It is  interesting  to note  the  differences  ®f  the BRS  and
ACE  scores  at  the  loth percentile3  the  elinination ratio is  more  than
three  to  one.
th
10.    It  may be  noted  that  at  the  15th  percentile  the
elimination  ratio  between  the  BRS  and  the  ACE  scores  is  about  t,hree
to   One.
For  Table  VIII.    i.    Using  the  national  lot,h
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the  gI`eatest  nufroer  of  drop-outs,
117,  or  36.6  per  cent,  would  have  been  eliminated  by  the  BRS
SC0res,
2.    Using  the  national  loth percent,ile  as  a  cut-off point,
the  least  nuhoer  of drop-outs,  113,  or  35.3  per  cent,  would have
been  eliminated  by  the  ACE  scores.
3.    Using  the  national  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,
the  greatest  nuhoer  of  drop-outs,  190,  or  59.9  per  cent,  would  have
been  eliminated  by  the  BRS  scores.
h.    Using  the  national  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
the  least nufroer  of  drop-outs,  146,  or  h5.6  per  cent,  would  have
been  eliminated  by  the  ACE  scores.
5.    Using  the  national  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
the  greatest  n-uter  of  drop-oats,  2ho,  or  70.5  per  cent,  would  have
been  elininated  by  the  BRS  scores.
6.    Using  the  national  23th percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,
the  least  nufroer  of  drop-outs,  182,   or  56.9  per.  cent,  would  have  been
eliminated  by  the  ACE  scores.
7.    It  is  interesting  to  note  that  at  all  three  cut-off points
t,he  BRS  scores  would  have  eliminated  the  greatest  nulhber  of  drop-oats.
8.    It  is  interesting  to  note  that  at  all  three  cut-off points
the  ACE  scores  would  have  eliminated  the  least  nuriber  of  dl`op-outs.
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9.    The  nuhoer  and per  cent  of  drop-outs  eliminated by both
the  BRS  scores  and  ACE  scores  are  approximately  the  same  when  using
the  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point.
Fipfipg§  !Z[  Coxparison  of  Table  VII  and  Table  VIII.    1.    Based__        _____     _-       -       i+__  --                    ___    __         ____
on national norms  the  ACE  scores  eliminated  the least nuriber  Of
graduates  and  drop-oats  at all  three  cut-off points.
3.    The  best percentage ratio  of  graduates  to drop-outs  is
shorn by using  the  national loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point  on
the  ACE for both  graduates  and drop-outs.    The percentage  ratio  is
four  and  one-haJr drop-outs  eliminated  to  each  graduate eliminated.
However,  when  considering  the  actual  mfroer,  in  order  to have
eliminated  11  drop-outs,  one would  have  elirinated  h6  graduates.
h.    Coxparing  gradua.tes  and  drop-outs  on  the basis  Of
national noms,  it is  interesting  to  note  that  the  scores  on the BRS
irould eliminate  clout  the  same  nuhoer  of  graduates  as drop-ours  at
all  three  cut-off points,  the  actual percentage  ratio being  clout
one  and  one  half drop-outs  eliminated  to  each  graduate  eliminated.
The  neat pair  of  tal31es  to be  presented,  one  dealing ulth
graduates  and  the  other with  drop-outs,  trill  analyze  the placement
tests,  BRS  and  ACE,  together  in  terms  of  the  national  loth,  15th,  and
25th percentiles.    Table  IX is  concerned rich  the  findings  of  the
total  nulfoer  and percentage  of  graduates  making  scores  below the
national  loth,  15th,  and  25th  percentiles  on both  the  BRS  and  the
ACE.    Table  X  is  concerned with  the  findings  of  the  total  rmriber
and percentage  of  drop-outs  making  scores  below  the  national  loth,
15th,  and  25th percentiles  on both  the  BRS  and  the  ACE.
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TasLE  Ix.      NUMBER  ANI]  PERCENTAGE  oF  "E  58h  GRADtIATEs  mKING  scoREs
BELOW  CERTAIN  NATI0NAli   PERCENTILES  0N  80"   THE   TWO  PLACEMENT  TESTS.
NationalPercentile BRS   and  ACE
Ninder Per  Cent
10  per  cents 29 5'0
15  per  cent 50 8.6
25 per  cent 100 17.1
#This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  58h  graduates  29,  or  5.0
per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  national  loth  percentile  on both  the
BRS  and  the  ACE.
TAB1,E  I.      NUMBER  AND   PERCENTAGE  OF  THE   320  DROP-OUTS  MAKING   SCORES
BELow  CERTAIN  NATloNAL  pRECENTILEs  oN  Bo"   TrRE   Two  pl.ACERENT  TESTs.
NationalPercentile BRS  and  ACE
Htrfeer Per  Cent
10  per  cents 68 21.3
15  per  cent 95 29.7
25  per  cent 160 50'0
*This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  320  drop-outs  68,  or
21.3  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  loth  national percentile  on both
the  BRS   aLnd  ACE.
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E±P-a_i±8± E9: E9±±9 E=.    1.     Ttrenty-ninej  or  5.o  per  cent,  of
the  graduates  mere  scores below  the  national  loth perceHtile  on both
the  BRS  end  ACE.
2.    Fifty,  or  8.6 per  cent,  of  the  graduates  made  scores  below
the  national  15th percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
3.    One  hundred,  or  17.1  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  mde
scores  below  the  national  25th percentile  on both  the  BRS  and ACE.
4.    It  is  interesting to  note  that  the  nulfroer  of  students
making  scores  below  the  national  15th percentile  on both  tests  is
almost double  the  nufroer  of  students  making  scores  belorJ the  national
loth percentile  on both  tests.
5.    Again,  the  number  of  students  making  scores  below the
national  25th percentile  on botb  tests  is  double  the  nuhoer  of
students  making  scores  below the  national  15th percentile  on both
tests,
Findings  For  Tchle  X.    I. Sixty-eight,  or  21.3  per  cent,  of
the  drop-outs  mere  scores  below  the  national loth  percentile  on both
the  BRS  and  ACE.
2.    Ninety-five,  ar  29.7  pel`  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made
scores  below  the  national  15th  percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE
scores.
3.    One  hundred  end  sixty,  or  50.0 per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs
made  scores  below  the  national  25th  percentile  on both  the  BRS  and
ACE  scores.
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¥E±pdipgg Eg  Conpal`ison  of  Table  IX  and  Tatle  X.    1.     Using  the__           __  ____ ___   -
national  roth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  29,  or  5.0 per  cent,  of
the  graduates  and 68,  or  21.3  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  are
eliminated  lthen both BRS  a]rd  ACE  scol.es  are  considered.     The
percentage  ratio betireen the  graduates  and  the  drop-outs  is
appro3dmtely one  graduate  to  four drop-outs.
2.    Althougth  the percentage  ratio  is  only h  to  one,  it  is
interesting  to  note  that  if the national loth percentile  on both  the
ACE  and  BRS  tras  used as  a  cut-off point,  29  graduates  would have been
eliminated  along with  68  drop-outs.
3.    Using  the  national  15th perceritile  as  a  cut-off point,  50,
or  8.6  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and 95,  or  29.7  per  cent,  Of  the
dray-outs  are  eliminated when both  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores  are
considered.    The  percentage  ratio bethreen  the  greduabes  and  drop-outs
is  approximakely  one  graduate  to  three  and  one  half  drop-outs.
h.    Using  the  national  23th percentile  as  a  cutcoff point,
loo,  or  17.1 per  cent,  of  graduates  and  160,  or  50.0  per  cent,  af  the
drop-outs  are  eliminated  then both  the  BRS  art  ACE  scores  are
considered.    The percentage  ratio between  the  graduates  and  drop-outs
is  approximtely  one  graduate  to  three  drop-outs.
lthereas,  the pl.evious  four  tables  have been  concerned with  the
analysis  of  the  number  art  percentage  of  graduates  and  drop-outs
based  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE pla,cement  test  scores  at  the  national
loth,  15th,  and  25th  percentiles.    The  neat  two  tables,  one  dealing
with  the  total number  of  graduates  and  the  other with  the  total
nufroer  of  drop-ours,  till  analyze  the  BRS  and  ACE  individually
according  to  the  year  of  entrance  into  college.     Table  XI  is  concerned
h9
with.  the  nuriber  and  percentage  of  graduates  making  scores  below  the
national  loth  percentile  on  the  BRS  and  the  ACE  scores  taken by year
of  college  entrance.     Table  XII  is  concerned  with  the  nuriber  and
percentage  of  drop-outs  making  scores  below  the  national  loth
percentile  on  the  BRS  and  the  ACE  taken by  year  of  college  entrance.
TABI.E  xl.      NUMBER  Arm  PERCENTAGE  oF  58h  GRADUATEs  iurlNG   scores  BEI.ow
THE  NAHONAL   TEN"   PHRCENTII.E   TAKEN  BY  YEAR  OF  COLIEGE  ENTRANCE.
Year  the Total  nurtoer Nirfuer  and  per  cent  making  scores
below the  national loth percentile.
class  enter.ed graduates BRS ACE
Nulhoer Per  Cent Nufroer Per  Cent
195Or 82 14 17.0 6 7.3
1951 Ilo 71 50.7 10 1h.O
1952 166 26 15.6 13 7.8
1953 196 32 16.3 17 8.7
Total 58L' 143 2h.5 46 7.9
itThis  table  reads  as  follows:     Of  the  82  graduates  who  entered
=8€£°:e:e:%:£: # , £: ±£;°t:::; C::t:rm;:; ;::r::nE:i::d:h:c::::°nal
below  the  national  loth  percentile  on  the  ACE  test.
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TABLE  xll.      NuneER   END   PERCENTAGE   OF  320  DROp-OuTs  RAKING   scOREs  BEI,On
THE  NATI0NAI]   TEN"  PERCENTII.E   TAKEN  BY  YEAR  0F   C0IjLEGE  ENTRJINCE.
Year  theclessenter.ed Total  nuhoer Nuhoer  and  per  cent  making  scores
of  drop-Cutshavingqualitypointratingbelow175. below  the  national  loth percentile.
BRS ACE
Nufroer Per  Cent Nulhoer Per  Cent
1950jE 91 ho th.0 22 2h.1
1951 56 15 26.7 13 23.2
1952 80 27 33.7 22 27.5
1953 93 35 37.6 56 60.2
Total 320 117 36.6 113 33.3
itThis  table  reads  a.s  follows:     Of  the  91  drop-outs  with
fru::i:¥rp::::,r::digs::::¥:::o:h:h:n:::::n:ich:8:h±ge:::££±±:'o:rthe
BRS  test;  22,  or  2h.1  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  national  loth.
percentile  on  the  ACE.
Findings  For  Table  XI.     1.     Of  the  82  graduates  who  entered
school  in  1950,  1h,  or  17.0  per  cent,,  would  have  been  eliminated  by
using  the  national loth percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  on  the  BRS;
whereas  6,  or  7.3  per  cent,  would  ha.ve  been  eliminated  at  this  same
cut-off  point  by  the  ACE.    At  this  cut-off point  the  BRS  scores  would
have  eliminated  approximately  i,ro  art  one  half  graduates  to  each  one
eliminated  by  the  ACE  test.
2.     of  the.e  ilo  graduates  who  entered  school  jm  1951,   71,  or
50.7  per  cent,  would  have  been  eliminated  by  using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point  on  the  BRS3  whereas  10,  or  lh.O  per  cent,
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would  have  been  eliminated  at  this  same  cut-off  point by  the  ACE.
At,  this  cut-off  point  the  BRS  scores  would  have  eliminaLt,ed  three  and
six  tenths  graduates  to  each  one  graduate  eliminated  by  the  ACE.
3.     Of  the  166  graduates  who  entered  school  in  1952,  26,  or
15.6  per  cent,  would  have  been  elindmated by using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point  on  the  BRS;  whereas  13,  or  7.8  per
cent,  would have been eliminated  at  this  same  cut-off  point by  the
ACE.    At  this  cut-off  point  the  BRS  scor.es  would  have  eliminated  trci
graduates  I,o  each  graduate  eliminated  by  the  ACE.
h.     Of  the  196  graduates  who  entered  school  in  1953,  32,  or
16.3  per  cent,  would  have  been  eliminated by  using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point  on  the  BRS3  whereas  17,  or  8.7  per
cent,  would  have  been  eliminated by  using  the  same  cut-off  point  on
the  ACE.    At  this  cut-off  point  the  BRS  scores  wound  have  elininated
approximately  two  graduates  to  each  graduate  eliminate  by  the  ACE.
5.    Using  the  national  loth percentile as  a  cut-off point,
1h3,  or  2h.5  per  cent,  of  the  58h  graduates  would  have  been  eliminated
by  their  scol.es  on  the  BRS.
6.    Using  the  national  loth  percentile  aLs  a  cut-off  point,  46,
or  7.9  per'  cent,  of  the  58h  graduates  would  have  been  elimina.ted by
their  scores  on  the  ACE.
7.     The  ratio  of  elimination between  the  BRS  scores  and  the
ACE  scores  at  the  national  loth percentile  is  approximately  three  to
one  for  the  total  nulfroer  Of  gI`aduat,es.
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8.    It  is  interesting  to  note  that while  the  per cent  of
graduates  below the  loth  percentile  on  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores  for  the
years  1950,  1952,  and  1953  are  simila.r,  there  is  an  increase  in  the
BRS  per'  cent  for  1951  and  a  marked  dil.ference  in  the  ACE per  cent  of
1951  from  the  other  three  yeal`s.
Findings E8= E9EES ¥I!. 1.    Using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  ho,  or  hL.0  per  cent,  of  the  90  drop-
outs  who  entered  school  in  1950,  would  have  been  eliminated  by  their
scores  on  the  BRS;  whereas  22,  or  2h.1  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  their  scores  on the  ACE.
2.    Using  the  national  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
15,  or  26.7  per  cent,  of  the  56  drop-outs  who  entered  school  in  1950
would  h.ave been  eliminated by  their  scores  on  the  BRS  test;  irfuereas
13,  or  23.2  per  cent,  would  have  been  eliminated  by  their  scor.es  on
th.e  ACE,
3.    Using  the  national  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
27,  or  33.7  per  cent,  of  the  80  drop-outs  entering  college  in  1952
wound  have  been  eliminated  by  their  scores  on  the  BRS;  whereas  22,  or
27.5  per  cent,,  would  have  been  elirdnated  by  their  scores  on  the  ACE.
h.    Using  the  national loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
35,  or  37.6  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  entering  college  in  1953 would
have  been  eliminated  by  their  scores  on  the  BRS;  whereas  56,  ol.
60.2  per  cent,,  would  have  been  eliminated  by  their  scores  on  the  ACE.
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5.    Using  the  loth  percentile  as  a  cut-off point  and  consider-
ing  all  320  drop-outs  who  entered  college  during  the four  year period,
it  is  interesting  to note  that  117,  or  36.6  per  cent,  would  have been
eliminated by  their  scores  on  the  ACE  and  113,  or  35.3  per  cent,  would
have  been  eliminated by  their  scores  on  the  BRS.
6.     Using  the  scores  on  the  ACE  and  the  loth percentile  as  a
cut-off point  56,  or  60.2  per  cent,  of  all  drop-outs  who  entered  in
the  Fall  of  1953  would  have  been  elirinated3  whereas  during  any  one
of  the  other  three  years  approximately  25  per  cent  of  dl.op-outs
would  have  been  eliminated by  scores  on  the  ACE.
Findings  By  Coxparison  of  Table  XI  and  Tatle  XII.    1.    For
the  cia,ss  entering  college  in  1950,  on  the  BRS  scores  lh,  or  17.0
per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  ho,  or  I+I+.0  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs
made  scores  below  the  national  loth  percentile  and  on  the  ACE  scores
6,  or  7.3  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  22,  or  2L.1  per  cent,of
the  drop-outs  made  scores  below  the  national  loth percentile.
2.    For  the  class  entering  college  in  1951,  on  the  BRS  scores
71,  or  50.7  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  15,  or  26.7  per  cent,  Of
the  drop-outs  made  scores below  the  national  loth percentile;  on  the
ACE  scores,  10,   or  lh.0  per  cent,  of  t,he  graduates  and  13,  or  23.2
per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores  below  the  national  lot,h
percentile.
3.    For  the  class  entering  college  in  1952,  on  the  BRS  scores,
22,  or  15.6  per  cent,,  of  the  graduates  and  27,  or  33.7  per  cent,  of
the  drop-outs  made  scot.es below  the  national  loth  percentile;  on  the
5h
ACE  test  scores  13,  or  17.8  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  22,  or
27.5  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores below  the  national  loth
percentile.
h.    For  the  class  entering  college  in  1953,  on  the  BRS  test
scores,  32,  or  16.3  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  35,  or  37.6  per
cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores  .below  the  na.tional  loth  percentile;
on  the  ACE  scores,  17,  or  8.7  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  56,  or
60.2  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores  below  the  national  loth
percentile.
5.    For  all  four  classes  entering  college  in  1950,  1951,
1952,  and  1953  on  the  BRS  scores,  1h3,  or  2h.5  per  cent,  of  the
graduates  and  117,  or  36.6  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  made  scores
below  the  national  loth  percentile;  on  the  ACE  scores,  L6,  or  7.9
per  cent,  of  the  graduates  and  113,  or  35.3  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs
made  scores below  the  national  loth percentile.
6.    Using  the  national loth pel`centile  as  a  cut-off point  and
the  scores  on  the  BRS,  it,  is  inter.esting  to  note  that  for  the  entering
class  of  1951,  71,  or  50.7  per  cent,  of  the  graduates  would  halve  been
eliminated;  "hel`eas  only  15,  or  26.7  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  would
have  been  eliminated.
7.     Using  the  scores  on  the  ACE  and  the  nat,ional  loth  percentile
as  a  cut-off point,  it  is  intel`esting  to note  that for  the  entering
class  of  1953,  56,  or  60.2  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  would  have  been
eliminated  and  only  17,  or  8.7  per  cent,  of  graduates would  have been
eliminated.     This  gives  a  percentage  ratio  of  seven  drop-Cuts  to  one
graduate  eliminated.
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8.    In  1950  the total  nufroer  of  graduates  is  82  as  coxpared
with  the  total  nunfoer  of  91  drop-outs3    a  I.atio  Of  slightly  less  than
one  graduate  to  one  drop-out.
9.    In  1951  the  total  nufroer  of  gI.aduates  is  uO  as  coxpared
with  the  total nuriber  of  56  drop-outs:    a  ratio  Of approximately  two
and  one-half  graLduates  to  one  drop-out.
10.    In  1952  the  total  mriber  of  graduates  is  166  as  coxpared
tJith  the  total nufroer  of  80  drop-outs:    a I`atio  Of  approximately  two
graduates  to  one  drop-out.
11.    In 1953  the  total nuter  of  graduates  is  196 as  coxpared
with  the  total  nufroer of  93 drop-outs:    a ratio  of  approxinately  two
gI.eduates  to  one  drop-out.
12.     In  1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953  the  total  nuhoer  of
graduates  is  58h  as  compal`ed with  the  total  nufroer  of  320  drop-outs:
a ratio  of  approxinately  one  and eight  tenths  graduates  to  one
drop-out.
The  findings  in the  previous  tchles  here been  concerned with
nufroer  and  percentage  of graduates  and  drop-outs  making  scores  below
certain local  and  national percentiles  on  the placement  tests  used  at
Appalaohian  State  Teachers  College.    In  an  attexpt  to  determine  a
pattern which might  aLppear  in  the  scores  made by drop-outs  making
below certain local or national percentiles  that serve  as  cut-off
points,  the  drop-outs  have been divided  into  two  groupsi    Those
drop-outs with  quality point  ratings  from 0-99  and  those  drop-outs
with  quality point  ratings  from 100-175.    Table  XIII  is  concerned trith
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the rmriber  and peroeritage  of  the  113  drop-onto  having  a  quality point
rating  from 0-99  end  making  scores below a  certain  local per.centile
on  any  one  of  the  three  placement  tests  given  at Appalachian  State
Teachers  College.    Tchle  XIV  is  concerned  rich  the  207  drop-ours
having  a  quality point  rating  from 100-175  and  lnaking  scores  below a
certain local percentile  on  any  one  of  the  three placement  tests
given  at Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
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TRELE  XIII.      NUREER  AND  RERCENTAGE  0F  "E  113  DROP-OUTS  HAVING  QUAI.IT¥
polRTT  RATINGs  From  O-99  AND  mKING  scoREs  BELoW  CmmIN  Local
pERCENTILEs  oN  ANY  ORE  Or   "E  rmREE  pLAcm4ENT  TESTs.
I,ocal IV BRS AGE
Percentile Nunber Per  Cent Nultber Per  Cent Number Per  Cent
10 per  cents 21 18.6 21 18.6 28 2h.8
15 per  cent 37 32.7 25 22.1 ho 35.h
25 per  cent h9 h3.A h6 ho.7 56 h9.6
*This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  113 drop-outs  coo  had  a
i::al:::ythb:::I::%::±i§#::%;::ic:;::i:;i;6#:£§::i::i;:2i:i::::ade
cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth percentile  on  the  ACE.
TABI,E  xlv.      Nt]rmER  AND   PERCENTAGE  OF  THE   2o7  DROp-OuTs  HAvlNG  QUALIT¥
POINT  RATINGs  FROM  loo-175  Arm   MAKING  socREs  BELOw  CERTAIN  LOcAL
PERCENTILEs  oN  AIN¥  ONE  oF  TErn  "REE  PIACERENT  TESTs.
LocalPercentile IV BRS ACE
Nurfeer Per  Cent Nutoer Per  Gent Nudeer Per  Cent
10  per  cenb# 38 18.3 36 12.6 61 29.5
15  pet.  cent 50 2h'1 h6 22.2 77 37'2
25 per  cent 70 36.7 72 3h.8 loll 50.2
-*This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  207  drop-outs  having  a
quality point  rating  from 100-175,  38,  or  18.3  per  cent,  of  the  drop-
outs  made  scores  below  the  local  loth  percentile  on  the  IV;  36,  or
:i:6o:e;9:;n::rmc¥:t:C:ri:::::::stg:1::CEeLfatht±:::EeE8LinLep::cFn:±=gs;
on  the  ACE.
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|i_P_d±En§_ |9= !§E±S !E=EE.    i.    Considering  dl.op-outs  wit,h
quality point  I`atings  of  0-99  and using  the  local  loth percentile  as
a  cut-off point,  the  IV  and  BRS trould  have  eliminated  the  least  and
the  same  nufroer  of  drop-outs;  the  ACE would have  eliminated  the
greatest nufroer  of  drop-outs.
2.    Considering  drop-Cuts with  quality point  ratings  fl.om
0-99  and  using  the  local  15th  percentile  as  a  ctit-off  point,  the  BRS
wound  have  elirinated  the  least  nultoer  of  drop-outs;  the  ACE would
have  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer  of  drop-outs.
3.    Considering drop-outs tJith  quality point ratings from
0-99  and  using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a cut-off  point,  the  BRS
would  hame  eliminated  the  least nufroer  of  drop-outs;  the  ACE would
have  elininaLted  the  gI.eatest  nufroer,  or  almost fifty per  cent,  of  the
drop-outs.
h.    Considerir.`g  drop-outs  with  quality point ratings  of
0-99  and using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-off
points,  the ACE wound  have  eliminated  the  greatest  nuhoer  of  drop-Cuts
at  all three  cut-off points.
5.    Considering  drop-outs  rich  quality point ratings  of 0-99
and  using  the local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-off
points,  the  BRS  would  have  eliminated  the  least  nunfoer  of  drop-outs
at all three  cut-off point,s.
Findings  E9: Table  XIV.    1.    Consider.ing  drop-outs  with  quality
point  I.atings  from 100-175  and  using  the  local  15th  percentile  as  a
cut-off point,  the  BRS uould  have  elininated  the  least  nufroer  of
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drop-outs3  the  ACE would  have  elininated  the  greatest  nufroer.
2.    Considering drop-outs  with  quality point  ratings  from
loo-175  and  using  the  locaL1  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the
BRS  trould  have  eliminated  the  least  nuhoer  of  drop-outs;   the  ACE
would  have  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer.
3.    Considering  drop-outs with  quality point ratings from
100-175  and  using  the  local  25th percerit,ile  as  a  cut-off point,  the
IV would  have  eliminated  the  least,  nuter  of  drop-outs;  however,  the
BRS vas  similar.     The  ACE would  have  eliminated  the  greatest nuriber,
or  approrimately  fifty per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs.
h.    Considering  drop-outs Hit,h  quality point ratings from
loo-175  and using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as
cut-off points,  the  ACE trould have  elindmated  the  greatest nulfoer  of
drop-outs  at  all three  cut-off points.
5.    Considering drop-outs with  quality point ratings  from
loo-175  ar]d  using  the  local  loth  and  15th percentiles  as  cut,-off
points,  and  BRS trou]d  have  elirinated  the  least  number  of drop-outs
at  these  two  cut-off points.
Findings ®f  Table  XIII  and  Tchle  XIV.     1.     The
i__     ___i__  __    -i_    ___                                                        ___  _
nuhoer  Of  drop-outs having  quality point  ratings  from 0-99  is
approximately  one-half  the  nufroer  of  drop-outs  having  quality point
ratings  from loo-175.
2.     The  ACE  scores  eliminated  the  greatest  nurfeer  and
percentage  of both  groups  of drop-outs  at all  three  cut-off points.
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3.    The  BRS  scores  eliminated  the  least  nufroer  and  percentage
of both  groups  of  drop-oats  at all  three  cut-off points  except at the
loth percentile for  the  group having  quality point ratings  of 0-99.
h.    It  is  interesting to note  that  the ACE elirinates
approximately  the  same per  cent  of drop-outs  having  a  quality point
rating  from 0-99  as  it does for  the  drop-outs  having  a  quality point
rating from loo-175.
Tchles  XIII  and  XIV pointed  out  the  scores  that were  made  on
any  one  Of  the  three placement  tests  below  certain  local  per.centiLes
for  the nuter  and percentage  of drop-outs  having  quality point
ratings  from 0-99  and  loo-175.    The  next  two  tables  to  be  presented
are  similar in  interest except that they  are  concerned uith  the
scores  that wel`e  made  on  any  two  of  the  three  placement  t,eats.
Table  XV  is  concerned  iedth  the  nufroer  and percentage  of  the
113  drop-outs  having  a  quality point  rating  from 0-99  and  making
scores below a  certain  local percentile  on any  ttro  of  the  three
placement  tests.    Table  XVI  is  concerned with  the  nuhoer  and percent-
age  of  the  207  drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  from loo-175
and  making  scores below a  certain  local percentile  on  any  two  of  the
three  placement tests.
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TABI,E  xv.     NUMBER  AID  PERCENTAGE  oF   nm  113  DRoP-ours  RAvlNG  QtELITT
POINT  RATINGs  FROM  o-99  AND  MAKING  scOREs  BEI,on  CERTAIN  I.OcAI,        -
PERCENTILES   ON  ANY   TWO  0F  "E  "REE  PljACERENT  TESTS.
LocalPercentile IV  and  BRS IV  and  ACE BRS  and  ACE
Nufroer Per  Cent Number Per  Cent Nu]riber Per  Cent
10  per  eenbS:- 8 7'1 9 8.0 10 8.9'
15  per  cent 13 11.5 22 19.5 11 u.2
25 per  cent 32 28.3 38 33.6 36 31.8
#This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  113  drop-outs  having  a
quality point  rating  from 0-99,  8,  or  7.1  per  cent,  made  a  score  below
the  local  loth.  percentile  on both  the  IV  and BRS;  9,  or  8.0 per  cent,
made  a  score  below  the  local  loth  percentile  on both  the  IV  and  ACE3
10,  or  8.9  per  cent,  made  a  score  below the  local  loth percentile  on
both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
TneLE  XVI.      Nunem   END  PERCENTAGE  oF  TIE  2o7  DRop-ouTs  HAVING  QUAI.ITV
polNT  RATINGs  FROH  loo-175  ANI)  MAKING  scoREs  BELon  CERTAIN  LoCAI.
pERCENTILEs  ow  Two  oF   "E   TrmEE  PLACEMENT  TESTs.
I.ocalPercentile IV  and  BRS IV  and  ACE BRS  and  ACE
Huter Per  Cent Nuldrer Per  Cent Nurfeer Per  Cent
10  per  centia 13 6.3 1h 6.8 18 8.7
15  Per  cerfe 20 9.7 25 12.1 27 13.0
25 per  cent ill 20.0 50 2Ll.1 53 25.6
#This  table  regLds  as  follows:     Of  the  207  drop-Cuts  ha;wig  a
8:iaLo:t¥h:01::a:a::8e:::Eel:%-:::i :3: :; 6in: E£:; C:E?' a:ag:8S;::e:ent,
made  scores  below  the  local  loth pereentile  on both  the  IV  and  the  ACE;
18,  or  8.7  per  cent,  made  scores  below  the  local  loth percentile  on
both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
Findings E2E E¥ g¥.
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1.    Considering  drop-outs  with  quality
point  ratings  of  0-99  and  using  the  local  loth per.centile  as  a  cut-off
point,  the  BRS  and  ACE would  have  eliminated  the  greatest  nuhoer  of
drop-outs;  the  IV  and BRS would  have  elininated  the  least  nurfuer  of
drop-outs.
2.    Considering  drop-outs with quality point  ratings  of 0-99
and  using  the  local  15th percentile as  a  cut-off point,  the  IV  and
ACE would  have  eliminated  the  greatest  nuhoer  of  dl.op-outs;   the  IV
and BRS rou]d  have  eliminated  the  least  nulzber  of drop-outs.
3.    Considering  drop-ours  with  quality point ratings  of
0-99  art  using  the  local  23th percentile  &s  a  cut-off point,  the  IV
and  ACE would  ha;ve  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer  of drop-outs3  the
IV  and  BRS would  have  elininated  the  least  nufroer  of  drop-outs.
h.    Considering drop-outs with quality point  ratings  of
0-99  and using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles as  cut-off
points,  the  IV  and BRS would  have  elininated  the  least  nufroer  of
drop-oats  at  all  three  cut-off poirfus.
5.    Considering  drop-outs with  quality point ratings  of
0-99  and  using  the  locaLl  15th  and  25th  percentiles  as  cut-off  points,
the  IV and ACE uou]d have  eliminated  the  greatest  nuter  of  drop-outs
at both cut-off points.
For  Table  XVI.    1.    Considering  drop-outs  with  quality
point ratings  of  100-175  and using the  local  loth percentile as  a
cut-off  point,  the  BRS  and  ACE would  have  eliminated  the  greatest
nuHfoer  Of  drop-outs;  the  IV  and  BRS could  have  eliminated  the  least
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nufroer  Of  drop-outs.
2.    Considerihg  drop-outs  "ith  qua.1ity point  ratings  of  100-
175  and  using  the  local  15th  percerLtile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the  BRS
and ACE would  have  eliminated  the  greatest nuhoer  of  drop-outs;  the
IV  and BRS would  have  eliminated  the  least number  of  drop-outs.
3.    Considering  drop-ours with  quality point  ratings  Of
loo-175  art  using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the
BRS  and  ACE trould  have  elimimted  the  greatest  nufroer  of drop-outs;
the  IV  and BRS uould  have  eliminated  the  least nuinber  of  drop-outs.
h.    Considering  drop-outs with  quauty  point  ratings  of
100-175  and  using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as
cut-off points,  the  BRS  and  ACE trould  have  eliminated  the  greatest
nuhoer  of drop-outs  at  all  three  cut-off points.
5.    Considering drop-outs with  quality point  ratings  of
loo-175  and using  the  local loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as
cut-off  points,  the  IV  and BRS would  have  eliminated  the  least nuhoer
of drop-outs  at  chl  three  cut-off  points.
Eip9ipg± EI Coxparison i EgE|9 ¥ ±=! !=E±£ E£I.    1.    A
cofroination  of  the  BRS  alrd  the  ACE  scores  would  ha:Ire  eliminated  the
greatest percentage  of drapcouts  of both  groups  tthen  the  local loth
percentile  is  used  as  a  cut-off point.    Hovever,  when  the  local  15th
are  25th pet.centiles  are  used  as  cut-off points,  a  cofroination of  the
ACE  and  IV would have  elirinated  the  greatest  percentage  of  dropcouts
having  quality point  ratings  from 0-99;  and  a  cohoination  of  the  ACE
and  the BRS would  ha:ve  eliminated  the  greatest percentage  of  drop-outs
6h
having  quality point ratings  from loo-175.
2.    Although  the  cofroination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  have  a  slight
edge  in  the  nufroer  and  percentage  of  drop-outs  who  uould  have been
elininated,  this  difference  is not big  enough  to  justify  the  use  of
the  BRS  and  ACE  over  any  other  cofroination  of  two  of  the  three  tests.
4.    The  percentage  of  drop-outs  that would  have  been eliminated
by any cofroination  of  two  of  the  three  tests  is  slightly higher  at all
three  cut-off points  for the  group having  quality point ratings from
0-99.    Except  for  the  cofroination  of  the  IV  and  ACE  at  the  15th  and
the  25th percentiles,  the  differ.ence  is  not  large  enough  to be
significant.
Whereas  the  last  two  tables  have  been  concerned witli  the
nufroer  and percentage  of  drop-outs  having  quality  point ratings  from
0-99  and  100-175  and making  scores  below  certain  local  pereentiles  on
any  two  of  three  placemerfu  tests,  the  neat  two  tables  are  similar  in
interest  except  they  are  concerned with  drop-ours who  make  scores  below
eel.tain  out-off points  on  all  of  the  three placement  tests.
Table  XVII  presents  the  nuriber  and percentage  of  the  113
drop-outs  having  a  quality point  rating  from 0-99  and  making  scores
below aL  certain local  percentile  on  all  of  the  three placement  tests.
Table  XVIII  is  concerned  with  the  nufroer  and  percentage  of  207  drop-
outs  having  a quality point rating  from 100-175  and  making  scores
below certain  local percentiles  on all of i,he  three placement  tests.
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TRELE  xvll.      NUMBrm  ANI)   PERCENTAGE  OF   TIIE  113  DROp-Ours  HAvlima  QUALIH
POINT  RATINGS   FROM  0-99  AND  MAKING   SCCRES  BELOW  CERTAIN   140CAI,
PERCENTII,Es   oN  All,  oF  Tlm   TEmEE  PLACEMENT   TESTS.
I,ocalPercentile IV  and  BRS  and  ACE
Huriber Per  Cerrb
10 per  cents 5 A.h
15  per cent 12 10.6
25 per  cent 26 23,0
*This  table  reads  as  follous!    Of  the  113  drop-outs  having
quality point ratings  from 0-99,  5,  or h.b per  cent,  made  below the
local  loth percentile  on all  of  the  three placement tests.
TABI.E  Xvlll.      NUMBER  Arm   PERCENTAGE  oF  Tlm  2o7  I)Hop-ours  HAvlNG
QUAljlTY  POINT  RATINGS  FROM  loo-175  AND   MAKING   SCORES  BEI,Ow  CERTAIN
I.OCAL   PERCENTILES   ON  AIL  0F  THE   THREE  PliACERENT   TESTS.
I.ocalPercentile IV  and  BRS  and  ACE
"uwher Per  Cent
10  per  cent* 5 2.h
15  per  cent 12 5.8
25  per  cent 30 1h.5
iSThis  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  207  drop-outs  having  a
quality point  rating  from loo-175,  5,  or  2.h  per  cent,  made  scores
below  the  local  loth percentile  on  all  of  the  three placement  tests.
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E±P?-LLP89 E2: EeE±S E¥=E.    1.    Using  the  local  loth  percentile
as  a  cut-off  point,  a  cohoinaLtion  of  the  IV,  BRS,  and  ACE  would  have
eliminated  5,  or  h.h per  cent,  of the drop-outs  having  quality point
I.atings  of  0-99.
2.    Using  the  local 15th percentile  as  a cut-off point,  a
cohoinabion  af  the  IV,  BRS,  and  ACE  would  have  eliminated  12,  or  10.6
per cent,  of the  drop-Cuts  having  quality point ratings  of  0-99.
3.    Using  the  local  25t,h percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  a
cohoination  Of  the  IV,  BRS,  and  ACE would  have  eliminated  26,  or
23.0 per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  having  quality point  I.atings  of
0-99,
Find_try_g§ E9Lr E£E±g E][IE!.    1.     Using  the  local  loth
percendile  as  a  cut-off point,  5,  or  2.h per  cent,  of the  drop-outs
having  a  quality point  rating  of  loo-175 would  have  been elindmated
by aL  cofroination  of  all  three  placement  tests.
2.    Using  the  local  13th per.centile  as  a cut-off point,  12,
or  5.8  per  cent,  of  the drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  of
loo-175 would have been eliminated by  a  corfoination of all  three
placement  tests.
3.    Using  the  local  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  3`0,
or lh.5 per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  of
loo-175 trould have been  eliminated by  a  cofroina;tion  of  all  Of  the  three
placement  tests.
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Findings of  Table  XVII  and  Table  XVIII.     1.
_                                             -        -             __  __    _        _     -L    -               --
Considering  a  cofroination  Of  all  three  placement tests  and  using  the
loth,  15th  and  25th percentiles  as  cut-off  points,  the  percent,age  of
drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  from 0-99  is  appl`oximately
trice  as  great as  for  the  drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings from
100-175.
2.    Considering  a  cofroination  of  all  three  placement  tests  and
using  the  loth,  15th,  and  25th perceatiles  as  cut-off points,  the
nuhoer  Of  drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  from 0-99  is
a;pproximately  the  same  as f or  the drop-outs  having  a  quality point
rating  from loo-175.
The  two  pl.evious  tables  pointed  out  the  nufroer  and  percentage
of  drop-ours  having  quality  point  ratings  from 0-99  and  100-175  and
making  scores  below  certain  local percenbiles  on  all  of  the  three
placenent tests.    The  ne]de  two  tables  are  concerned with  the  nufroer
and percentage  of  drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings from 0-99
and  from  100-175  and  making  scores  below  a  certain  national  percentile
on  any  one  of  tiro  placement  tests.     The  Inglis  Vocal]uhary  test  is  not
used because  national  norms  are  not  available.    Table  XIX  is  restricted
to  the  nurfeer  a.nd  percentage  of  the  113  drop-outs  having  quality  point
ratings  from 0-99  and  making  scores  below a  certa,in  national
percentile  on  any  one  of  the  two  placement  tests.     Table  XX  is
concerned  with  the  nufroer  and percentage  of  the  207  drop-outs  having
quality point  ratings  from  100-175  and  making  scores below a certain
national percentile  on  either  of  the  two  placement  tests.
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TABLE  xH.      NUMBER  Are   PERCENTAGE  or   THE  113  DRop-ouTs  HAVING  QUALITY
polNT  RATINGs  FROM  o-99  AND  MnKING   SCoREs  BELoW  CERTAIN  NATlorAI.
PERCENTIIjES   0N   ONE  0F   "E  TWO  PLACEMENT  TESTS.
NationalPercentile BRS ACE
Nufroer Per  Cent Niwher Per  Cent
10  per  cents h6 ho.7 ho 35.h
15 per  cent 60 53.1 50 th.2
25  per  cent 88 77.9 66 58.h
#This  tchle  I'eeds  as  follows:    Of  the  133  drop-outs  having  a
g:|=:th:oninati::::nEo:;oge2:::ti::,o:rt!:.:RE:rh8:n:i;5=:=C:r::ut,
of  the drop-outs  made  scores below  the  national  loth  percentile  on  the
ACE,
TneLE  xx.      NUMBER  AND  PERCENTAGE  oF   THE  2o7   DRop-ouTs  HAvlNG   QUAI.ITV
polNT  RATINGs  FRon  loo-175  ANI]  MAKING   sCQREs  BELow  CERTAIN  NATloNAI,
PERCENTII,ES  0N  ONE   OF   THE   TWO  PLACEMENT  TESTS.
NationalPercentile BRS ACE
Number Per  Cent Nuhoer Per  Cent
10  per  cents 71 3h.3 73 35.3
15 per  cent 115 55.6 89 h2.1
25 per  cent 152 73.h 116 56.0
*This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  207  drop-outs  having  a
g:£:tyth:onina:i::iinEo:;oge:::::I::::,t::3#;;::=:3.g=:,s:o=::
made  scores  below  the  national  loth  percentile  on  the  ACE.
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Ein_¢i_L+8± E9!: ES!2±£ 2!|X.     1.    When  considering  the  drop-outs
with  quality point,  ratings  from 0-99  and  using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a.  cut-off  point  the  BRS  scores  and  the  ACE  scar.es  would
have  eliminated  approximately  the  same  nufroer  and  per  cent  of  the
drop-outs.     The  BRS  scores  eliminated  h6,  or  ho.7  per  cent,  and  the
ACE  eliminated  ho,  or  35.h  per  cent,  Of  the  drop-outs.
2.    As  the  cut-off  point  is  increased from the  national  loth
to  the  national  15th percentile  and f ron the  national  15th  to  the
national  25th  percentile  the  nuhoer  and  per  cent  of  drop-outs
eliminated by  the  BRS  increases  over  tha.I  eliminat,ed by  the  Acfi  for
those  having  quality  point  ratings  from 0-99.
Findings  For  Table  XX.     1.    1then  considering  the  drop-outs
with  quality  point  rat,ings  between  loo-175  and  using  the  national
10th~  percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  the  ACE  scores  would  have
eliminated  73,  or  35.3  per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs;  and  the  BRS  scores
would  have  eliminated  practically  the  same  nuhoer  and  per  cent,  71,
or  3h.3  per  cent.
2.    Ithen  considering  this  same  group  of  drop-ours  and  using
the  national  15th  and  25th  percentiles  as  cut-off  points,  the  BRS
scores  would  have  eliminated  the  greatest  nufroer  and  per  cent  of
drop-outs:     The  BRS  scores  eliminating  152,  or  73.h  per  cent,  of  these
207  drop-outs  rfuen  the  national  25th  percentile  was  used  as  the
cut-off point.
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E±:irtQ±Pgg E=[  Coxparison  of  Table  XIX  and  table  XX.     1.     1thenT=_    _               __    _  _      ___   _     ..                 _         __
colxparing  the  tro  groups  of  drop-outs  on  the basis  of  naLtional  norms,
it  is  interesting  to note  that  the  ACE  scores  trouid  have  eliminated
approximately  the  same  percentage  of  drop-oats  in both  groups  at  all
thl`ee  cut-off points.    For exaxple,  when using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  the  ACE  scores  tiouid have  eliminated
35.h per  cent  Of  those  dl.op-outs  having  quality point  ratings  of
0-99  and  35.3  per  cent  of  those  dl.op-outs  having  quality point
ratings  from loo-175.
2.    The  BRS  scores  would  have  eliminated  the  greatest per
cent  of both  groixps  of  dl.op-outs  at  all  cut-off points  except  at  the
national  loth peroentile  for the  drop-outs  having  quality point
ratings  from loo-175.
The  last  two  tables  presented  findings  Concerning  the  nulfroer
and  percentage  of  drop-outs  having  quality point  I.aLtings  fl.om 0-99
and  100-175  and  making  scores below a  certain national  percentile  on
either  of  the  two  placement  tests.    Tat)le  XXI  and  Table  XXII  are
concerned with  the  nuhoer  and  percentage  of  113  drop-outs  having
quality point  ratings  from 0-99  and  the  203  drop-outs  having  quality
point  ratings  from loo-175  and  making  scores below  the  national
loth,  15th,  and  25th  percentiles  on both  of  the  two placement  tests.
Table  XXI  is  concerned  utth  the  nufroer  and per  cent  of  113
dl`op-outs  having  quality point  ratings  from 0-99  and  making  scol`es
below a  certain national percentile  on both placement  tests.    Table,
XXII  is  concerned with  the  nuter  and  percentage  of  the  207  drop-outs
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having  quality point  ratings  from loo-175  and making  scores below  a
certain national  percentile  on both placement  tests.
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TABI.E  HI.      NUMBER  END  PERCENTAGE  0F  "E  113  DROP-OUTS  HAVING  QUALITY
POINT  RATINGs  FROM  o-99  Arm   MAICING   scOREs  BELow  CERTAIN  NATIONth
RERCENTILES  0N   THE   TWO  PLACERENT   TESTS.
Nat,ionalPercentile BRS  and  ACE
Nuriber Per  Cent
10  per  cents 27 23.9
15  per  cent 35 30.9
25  per  cent 58 51.3
#This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  113  drop-outs  having  a
quality point rating  fran 0-99,  27,  or  23.9  per  cent,  made  scores
below  the  national  loth percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  ACE.
Tnel,E  xxll.      NUMBER  ANT)  PERCENTAGE  oF  TErn   2o7  DRop-ouTs  HAvlNG
QUAI,IT¥  PoENT  RATINGs  FROM  loo-175  Arm  MAKING  scoREs  BEI.ow  cmmEN
NAHONAI.  pERCENTILEs  oN   T[m   Two   pl.ACEPENT  TESTs.
NationalPercentile BRS  and  ACE
Nurhoer Per  Cent
10  per  cents hl 20.0
15  per  cent 61 29.5
25 per  cent 102 h9.3
#This  table  reads  as  follows:    Of  the  207  drop-outs  having  a
quality point  rating  from loo-175,  hl,  or  20  per  cent,  made  scores
belorr  the  national  loth percentile  on both  the  BRS  and  AGE  test
scores.
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For  Tchle  XXI.    1.    Using  the  naLtional  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  a  cofroination  of  the  BRS  and ACE
trould nave  eliminated  27,  or  23.9  per  Cent,  of  the  drop-ours  having
quality point  ratings from 0-99.
2.    Using  the  national  15th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  a
confoination of  the  BRS  and  ACE  would  have  eliminated  35,  or  30.9
per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs having  quality point ratings  from 0-99.
3.    Using  the  national  25th percentile  as  a  cut-off point,  a
condDination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE would  have  eliminaLted  58,  or  31.3
per  cent,  of  the  drop-outs  having  quality point ratings  from 0-99.
Findings E2±: EeE± ¥EE. i.    Using  the  national  loth
percentile  as  a  cut-off  point,  a  cofroination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE
trould have  eliminated  hl,  or  20.0  per  cent,  of  the  drop-®uts  having
quality point ratings  fl`om 100-175.
2.    Using  the  national 15th percerfuile  as  a  cut-off point,  a
corfoina;tion  of  the  BRS  and  ACE would  have  eliminated  61,  or  29.5
per  cent,  of  the  drop-ours  having  quality point  ratings  from loo-175.
3.    Using  the  national  25th  percentile  as  a  cut-off point,
a  corfeination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  would  have  eliminaLted  102,  or  h9.3
per  cent,  of  the  drop-oats  having  quality point  ratings  from loo-175.
Findings of  Table  XXI  and  Table  XXII.     1.     It_   ___        _i    _____             _I    __
is  again  interesting  to  note  im  coxparing  the  percentage  of  drop-outs
who tJould  have  been  eliminated  thaLt I or  each  gI-oup  this  percentage  is
approrimately  the  same.    A  combination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores
7h
would  have  eliminated  appro3cimately  the  same  percentage  of  drop-outs
having  quality point ratings  from 0-99  as  drop-outs  having  quality
point  ratings  fran 100-175.
SUMMARY
The  data  in  this  chapter  have  been presented  to  show  (i)  the
nuriber  and  per  cent  of  graduates  who  u®uld  have  been  eliminated by
the  scores  made  on  any  one  or  any  cofroination  of  the  thl.ee  placement
tests  if  certain cut-off points  had been used  as  a  sol.eening  device,
(2)  the  nufroer  and  per  cent  of  drop-outs  who  would  have  been
eliminated by the  scores  mnde  on  any  one  or  any  cofroination  of  the
three placement  tests  if  certain  cut-off points  had been used  as  a
screening  device,  and  (3)  a  comparison between  graduates  and  drop-outs
according  to  certain  cut-off points  on  any one  or any  cofroination  of
the  thl.ee  placement  tests.
CHAPTER  rv
StrmIAR¥,   CoNCLuslons,   Arm  REcormENI)ATloNS
For  the  school  year.s  of  1950,  1951,  1952,  and  1953  a  total  of
12h5  students  entered  Appalachian  State  Teacher.s  College  as  freshmen.
Of  these  12h5  freshmen  58h,  or  h6.9  per  cent,  remained  in  school  and
coxpleted  a  four  year  program  and  grarfuated.    Of  the  Other  661,  or
53.i per  cent,  of  the  students,  56,  or h.5 per  ceBt,  are  still
pursuing  a  college  education  at  Appalachian  State  Teachel's  College.
Of  the remaining  605  students  some  transferred  to  other  institutions
and  others  dropped  out  of  school  for  variotis  reasons.    It  is  lmown
that of  the  605  students,  Hho did not  coxplete  their four year
program  at  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College,  320  students  leaving
college  had  a  quality point  rating below 175  and  113  of  these  320
students had  a  quality point rating below loo.
This  study was  concerned  with  90h  Appalachian  State  Teachers
College  students;    58h  students  who  graduated  and  320  students  Hho
dropped  ®nt  of  school "ith  quality  point  ratings below  175.
The  purpose  of  this  study was  to  determine to  what  eatent
the  scores  from  the  three  placement  tests  given  to  all  freshmen  could
have been used  as  an  effective  device  for  screening  and  selecting
students  aLt Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.    mis  final  che[pter
gives  a brief  surmapy  of  the  problem,  a review  of  the  findings,
discussion  of  the results,  state  of  conclusion,  and recommendations.
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Chapter  I presented  a  statement  of  the  pl.oblem,  its  purpose,
•its  major  aspects,  and  the  ixportance  of  the  study.    The  problem of
the  study was  to  analyze  data provided by  the  placement  test  scores
and  to  use  the  findings  as  a basis  for  recolnmendation for  the  use  of
placement  tests  as possible  sol.eening  and  selecting  devices  for
freshmen  entering Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
The  method  of  investigation,  wbich was  described  in Chapter  I,
involved  the  collection  of dataL from the  records  on file  im  the
registrarls  office  end  the personnel  office  a.t Appalachian  State
Teachers  College.     The  findings  of  this  study were based  on  an
analysis  and  classification  of  the  test  scol.es  according to  grauduate
and  drop-outs  Hho  made  scores  below  certain  selected  cut-off points.
This  study was  further  extended  to  include  the  quality point rating
of dl.op-outs.    In  Chapter  I  the  method  of  classifying  the  data was
described,  the  e3ctent  to  tinich  the dataL was  restricted,  the  scope  of
the  study,  and  the relichility and validity of  the data were
discussed.
In  Chapter  11  a  summary  of  previous  studies  was  given.    Since
the field of  related  studies uas not  generally restricted to  test
scores  alone,  several  of the studies  that were  revieued  included  other
factors  that might  contl.ibute  to the  prediction  of  academic  success  in
college.    Several  of  these  factors  mere  presented  and  discussed.
In  ChaLpter  Ill  Was  presented  the  findings  concerning  what
would  have  actually  happened  at Appalachian  State  Teacher.s  College  if
the  scores f ron the  three  placement  tests  given  to  all  students
enter.ing  college  had been used  as  screening  and  selecting  devices.
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Graduates  and  drop-outs  were  coxpared  as  to  the  nufroer  and  the
per.centaLge  making  scores  below  cert,ain  points  f or  both  local  and
national  norms.    Findings  were,  also,  presented  concerning  drop-outs
having  certain quality point ratings.
Based  on  analysis  of  the data present,ed  in Chapter  Ill,  the
major  findings  wel.e  as  follows:
I.    Regarding the ext,ent  that test  scores  and  certain cut-off
___  ___                                                     _____         =:__        __      I_  _      _   ___                       _      __      ___  _       _   __          TIT   _    .    _         _
points  eliminated  the  least nuhoer ef graduates.    The  test  that would
have  eliminated  the  least per  Cent  of  graduates  at  all  three  cut-off
points,  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles,  was  the  IV.    The
difference,  however,  between  the  IV  and  the  ACE  was  very  small--
I`anging  fl.om 8ero  to  2.I per  cent  at  the  three  cut-off  points.    The
cofroination  of  tests  that would  have  eliminated  the  least  nufroer  of
graduates  using  the  local  loth percentile  as  a cut-off point was  the
IV  and ACE  and using  the  local  15th  and  25th percentiles  as  a  cut-off
point was  the  IV  and  BRS.    Ithen  a  cofroination  of  all  three  tests  was
used  the  nuhoer  of  graduates  that would  have  been eliminated  using
the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  was  less  than when using
any  single  test  or  any  cofroination  Of  two  tests  coxpared  at  the  same
percentiles.
The  scores  used f or  cut-off points  at  an  three  percentiles
were  someHhat  higher  for  the  national  norms  than  for  the  local  norms;
therefore,  more  students  will  fall below  the  national  percentiles
than  fell below  the  local percentiles.    By using national  norms  the
ACE  would have  eliminated  the  least  nuriber  of  gradua.tes  tthen  using
all  three  national  percentiles  as  cut-off points.    When  a colfoination
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of  the  BRS  and  ACE  was  used  the  nufroer  of  graduates  that would  have
been  eliminated  using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th was  less  than
when  using  ally  single  test  at  the  same  percentiles.
2.
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would have  eliminated  the  greatest  nufroer  of drop-outs  using  all  three
of  the  local  cut-off points,  loth,  15th,  and  25th  pel`centiles,  was
the  ACE.    The  cochinatlons  of  any  two  tests  that  would  have  eliminated
the  greatest  nuhoer  Of drop-oats  when using  the  local  loth percentile
as  a  cut-off  point was  the  BRS  and  ACE  and when  using  the  local  15th
and  local  25th percentiles  as  cut-off  points  the  IV  and  ACE.    1then  a
cofroination  of  all  three  tests was  used  the nufroer  of  drop-outs  that
would  have  been  eliminaited by  using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and  25th
percentiles  was  less  than when using  any  single  or  any  cofroination
of  two  tests,
Based  on  national  norms  the  BRS  scores  would  have  eliminated
the  greatest nuhoer  of  drop-ours  at  all  three  cut-off points,
although the  ACE  eliminated  almost  as  many  at  the  loth percentile.
3.    Regarding  the  ratio between per  cents  of
:   ______ gr_edua,peg_ ±
drop-outs.    One  of  the  major  aspects  of  this  study was  to  find  the
ratio  that wound  have  elirrfuated  the least nuriber  of graduates  and
the  greatest nuriber  of  drop-outs.    Using  the  local  loth perceutile
as  cut-off  point,  the  ACE  gave  the  best percentage  ratio  of  drop-outs
to  graduates:    this  ratio being  approximte]jr five  (5)  drop-outs
eliminated  to  one  (1)  graduates  eliminated.    Houever,  ithen  considering
the  actual  nufroer,  in  order  to  have  eliulnated  eighty nine  (89)
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drop-outs,  one  would  have  eliminated  thirty  four  (3h)  students  who
graduated.    Of  the  90h  students  involved  in  this  study when  using  the
local  loth  percentile  on  the  AC.E  as  the  cut-off  point,  123  students
would  not  have been  admitted  to  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
When  using  a  cohoination  of  two  of  the  three  tests,  the  IV  and  the
ACE  at,  the  local  loth percentile  gave  the best  percentage  ratio  of
drop-outs  to  graduates:    the  ratio  being  six  (6)  drop-outs  elininated
to  one  (1)  graduate.    However,  when  considering  actual  nufroers,  in
order  to  have  elirinated  twenty  three  (23)  drop-outs,  seven  (7)
graduates  would have  been  eliminated.    Of  the  90h  students  considered
in this  study when  using  the  local  loth percentile  on  t,he  IV  and  ACE
as  a  cut-off  point,  thirty  (30)  st,udents  would  not  have  been  admitted
to  Appalachian  Stat,e  Teachers  College.    A  cofroinaLtion  of  all  three
tests  gave  the  best percentage  ratio by  using  the  local  15th
percentile:     for  every  five  (5)  drop-outs  eliminaLted  one  (1)  graduate
would  have  been  eliminated.
Considering  tests  individually  and  using  national  norms,  the
best percentage  ratio  was  given by  using  the  national  loth percent,ile
as  a  cut-off  point  on  the  ACE.     The  percentage  ratio  is  four  and  one
half  (h±)  drop-ours  eliminated  to  each  gI.aduate  eliminat,ed.    However,
when  considering  the  actual  nuhoer,  in  order  to  ha:ve  eliminated  the
113  drop-outs,  forty  six  (h6)  graduates  would  have  been  eliminated.
Of  the  90h  students  considered  in this  study when  using  the  national
loth  percentile  as  a  cut-off  point  on the  ACE,  159  students would  not
have  been  admitted  to  Appalachian  Sta.te  Tea,chefs  College.     Comparing
drop-outs  and  graduates  on  the  basis  of  national  noms,  it  is  interest-
ing  to  note  that,  the  scores  on  the  BRS  would  have  eliminated
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approximately  one  graduate  to  each  one  half  drop-out  eliwinaLted.    The
best percentaLge  ratio  using  a  cofroination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  is
found by using  the  national  loth percentlle as  a cut-off point.    The
percentage  ratio  is  four  (h)  drop-ours  eliminated to  each  graduate
eliminated.    However,  when considering  actual  nuhoers  in  order to
have  elihinated  sixty  eitht  (68)  drop-outs,  twenty nine  (29)
graduates  would have  been  eliminated.    Of  the  904  students  considered
in this  study ithen using  the national loth percentile  as  a  cut-off
point  on  a  corfoination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores,  ninety-seven  (97)
students would  not have been  allowed  admission  to  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College.
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entrance.    The  percentage I`atio  between  graduates
and  drop-outs  using  tine  national  loth percentile  as  a  cut-off point  on
the  BRS  was  the  same  for  the  years  1950,  1952,  and  19538     the  ratio  uas
one  graduate  eliminat,ed to tro  drop-outs  elirfuated.    However,  for  the
year  1951  the  ratio  uas  reversed:    two  graduates  irere  eliminated  to
each  drop-out  eliminated.    The  ratio between  the  total  nufroer  of
graduates  and  the  total  nufroer  of  drop-outs  when  using  the  national
loth percentile  as  a cut-off point  on  the  BRS  for  all four  years  was
approximately  one  graduate  eliminated  to  one  and  one  half  drop-outs
eliminated.
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The  percentage  I.atio  between  gI.aduates  and  drop-outs  using  the
national loth per.centile  as  a cut-off point  on the  ACE uas  as  follous:
(1)  for  the  years  1950  and  1932,  the  ratio  was  one  graduate  eliminated
to  three  drop-outs  elilninated;   (2)  for  the  year  1951,  the  ratio tJas
one  gI.aduate  elimina,ted  to  two  drop-oats  eliminated;   (3)  for  the  year
1953,  the  ratio  tras  one  graduate  eliminated  to seven  drop-out8
eliminated;   (h)  the  ratio  for  the  total  nultoer  of  graduates  and  total
nufroer  of  drop-ours  uas  one  graduate  eliminated  to  f our  and  one  half
drop-oats  eliminated.
In  coxparing  the  tro  tests,  the BRS  and  ACE,  aLs  possible
predictors,  it  is  interesting  to note  that when using  the national
loth percenbile  as  a  cut-off point  the  BRS  scores  would  have
eliminated  approxinately  three graduates  to  each  graduate  eliminated
by  the ACE  scores;  whereas  the  BRS  scores  vou]d  have  elininated
appl.orimately  the  same  nufroer  of  drop-outs  as  irould  have  the  ACE
scores.
1then  considering  the per  cent  of graduates  eliminated
according  to  years by  each  test,  the  BRS  scores  at  the  national  loth
percentile trould  have  eliminated  from fifteen  (15)  to  seventeen  (17)
per  cent  Of  the  graduates  enter.ing  school  during  the years  Of  1950,
1952,  and  1953  and would  have  eliminated  50.7  per  cent  of  all
gradua.tea  entering  school  in  1951;    whereas  the  ACE  scores  would
have  diminated  from seven  (7)  to  fourteen  (lh)  per  cent of  all
graduates  entering  school  during  the  four year period.    1then  consider.ing
the per  cent  of  drop-outs  eliminated by years,  the  BRS  scores  at  the
national  loth percentile  would have  varied from twenty  six  and  seven
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tenths  (26.7)  per  cent  of  the drop-outs  eliminated too  enteried  school
in  1951  to  fourty  four  (I+I+)  per  cent  eliminated ltho  entered  school  in
1932.     The  ACE  scores  would  have  varied  from  twenty  four  and  one  tenth
(2h.i)  per  cent  of  the drop-outs  eliminated who  entered  school  in
1950  to  sirty  and  two  tenths  (60.2)  per  cent  eliminated  too  entered
school  in  1953.
5,
eliminated
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having  quality point ratings  from 0-99  was  approximately one  haLlf  the
nufroer of  drop-outs  having  quality  point  ratings  from loo-175.
It was  found  that  then considering  drop-outs with quality
point  I.atings  from 0-99  and  loo-175  using  the  local  loth,  15th,  and
25th percentiles  as  cut-off points,  the  ACE  scores tJoul.d have
eliminated  the  gr.ea.test nultoer  of drop-outs  at  all  cut-off points.
It tJas  interesting  to  note  aLt  all  three  cut-off  points  the  ACE
eliminated  a  slithtly  less  per cent  of drop-outs  halving  quality point
ratings  from 0-99  than for  drop-outs  having quality point  ratings
from loo-  175.
1then  considering  a  cofroination  of  any  two of  the  three  tests
ulth  local  norms,  it Has  found  that  aL  corfuination  of the  BRS  and  the
ACE scores  at the  loth percentile  elindnated  the  greatest per  cent  of
drop-outs  having  quality point ratings  from 0-99;  whereas  a  cohoination
of  the  ACE  and  IV  scores  at the  local  15th  and  25th percentiles
eliminated the  greatest per  cent of drop-outs with  the  same  quality
point ratings.    For drop-outs  having  a quality point rating  of
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100-175,  a cohoination  of  the  BRS  and  ACE  scores  using  local  norms
eliminated the  gI.eatest per cent  at all  three  cut-off points.
In  considering  a  colfoination  of  all three placement  tests
using  the local  loth,  15th,  and  25th percentiles  as  a  cut-off point,
the percentage  of drop-outs  having  a quality point  rating from 0-99
is  a,pprorimately  t"ice  as  great  as  for  the  drop-outs  having  a  quality
point  rating  from 100-175.    However,  the  nultoer  and  percentage  of
drop-outs who  lnade  scol.es  below  the  three  cut-off points  on  all  three
tests  were  very  small.
It was  found  in  coxparing  the  two  groups  Qf  drop-outs  on  the
basis  of  national  norms  that  the  ACE  would  have  eliminated
approximately  the  same  per  cent  of drop-outs  in  each  group.    With
one  exception:    The  BRS would hare  eliminated  the  greatest per  cent
of drop-outs  having  quality point  ratings  of  100-175 when using  the
national  lot,h percentile  as  a cut-off point.    Again,  it is  noted  that
the  per  cent  of drop-outs  eliminated  in  each  of  the  tiro  groups was
approxinately  the  same  at  all  thl.ee  cut-off points  when  a cohoination
of  the  scot.es  on  the  BRS  and  ACE was  used  .rith  the  national  norms.
DlscussloN  OF  REsunTs
This  study has been confined  to  the  collection,  classification,
and  analysis  of  the  data tthich trere  secured fron the  offices  of the
registrar  end personnel  director  concerning  students  who  enter.ed
Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.     Therefore,  the  conclusions  and
recommendations  groriing  out  of  the  analysis  of  these  data will be
8h
most  significant  to  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  and  to  other
colleges  having  similar  character.istics  and purposes.
In  collecting  and  organizing  these data  into  categories,
precaution  and  care  was  taken  to  (1)  include  all  students  falling  into
the  tro  classifications,  (2)  use  cut-off points recommended by
investigators  to be  the  most  likely points  for  screening  and  selecting
students,  and  (3)  eliminate  all possible  error  in  coxputation  of
figures  by double  checking  all  mathematical  coxputations.
An  indication  of  the validity  Of  the  f indings  of  this  study
is  the  similarity  of finding ,to  other  studies  of  a similar nature.
For  exaxple,  the  findings  of  this  study  are  im  accord with  those  of
Smithlsh3  study  as  to  the  use  Qf  test  scores  as  a basis  for  screening
or selecting students.
CONCLusloNS
The  conclusions  which  appear  to  be  most  justifiable  in
considering  the  limitations  of  the  present  study  and  the  steps  that
har7e  been  taken  to  control  these  limitations  are  as  follows:
1.    Based  on  local  norms  the  individual  test  th`at would  have
elininated  the  least  nufroer  of  graduates  was  the  IV with  the ACE  a
very  close  second.    The  difference  between  the  nuhoer  of  graduates
eliminated by  each  Of  these  tests  is  really not  significant.
h3George  8.   Smith,  WTho  Would  Be  Eliminated.    A  Study  of
Selective  Admission  to  College,t'
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2.    At  the  local  loth percentile  the  condinathon  of  tests  that
would  have  eliminated  the  least  nufroer  of  graduates  was  the  IV  and
ACE,
3.    On  an  average  the  students trho  entered  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  made  scores  on both  the  ACE  and BRS  that were  uell
below  the  national  norms.    Therefore,  the  nufroer  and  per  cent of  both
graduates  and  drop-ours Hho  would be  eliminated by  certain  cut-off
points based  on  national  norms  Would be  mich  greater  than would  the
nufroer  and per  cent  of both  graduates  and  drop-outs  eliminated when
these  sane  cut-off  point's  Were  based  on  local  norms.
h.    Based on national  norrfis  the  individual  test that could
have  elirinated  the least nurfeer  of  graduates  at  all  three  cut-off
points was  again,  the  ACE.
5.    Based  on  local  norms  the  ACE  scores would  have  elininated
the  greatest mndber  and per  cent  of drop-outs  at au  three  cut-off
points.    Again,  when  considering  a  cofroination  of  t,ests  with  local
percentiles,  the  ACE  in  cofroination with  either  of  the  other  two  tests
tend  to  eliminate  the  greatest nufroer  of drop-outs.
6.    At  the  same  time  based  on  national  nomis,  the  BRS would
have  eliminated  the  greatest nufroer  Of  drop-ours.    The difference in
conclusion  No.  4  and  RTo.  5  may be  better  understood  when  one  refers  to
conclusion  No.  3 Hhich brings  out  the  point  that  cut-Off  scores  on
national  norms were  much  higber  than the  cut-off  scores  on local  norms.
7.    The  ACE was  the  one  t,eat  that  give  the  best percentage
ratio  of drop-outs  t®  graduates:    This  ratio  at  the  local  loth
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percentile  was  five  (5)  drop-oats  eliminated  to  one  (1)  graduate
eliminated  and  at  the national loth percentile  four  and  one  half
(h±)  drop-out,s  eliminated  to  each  graduate  elirinated.     The  ACE
scores  ab  the  local  loth per.centile  would  have  eliminated  eighty  nine
(89)  of  the  320  drop-Cuts;  but  at  the  same  time  it would  have
eliminated  thirty  four  (3h)  of  the  58h  graduates.    At  the  national
loth  percentile  the  ACE would  have  eliminated  113  of  the  320  drop-outs
and  fourty  six  (46)  of  the  38h  graduates.
8.     A  colhoinaLtion  of  the  test  scores  on  the  ACE  and  IV  with
the local  loth percentile  as  a cut-off point  gave  the best percentage
ratio  of  drop-outs  to  graduates!    This  ratio  was  six  (6)  drop-outs
eliminated  to  one  (1)  graduate  eliminated.    This  cohoination  of
tests  at  the  local  loth percentile  eliminated  twenty  three  (23)  of
the  320  drop-outs  and  seven  (7)  of  the  58h  graduates.
9.    Ba.sed  on  the  previous  conclusion,  none  of  the  three  tests
or  any  cofroination  of  them could  have  safely been  used  at  alry  of  the
cut-off points  for  the  purpose  of  screening  or  selecting  students  at,
Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
10.     Of  the  three  tests  the  ACE  was  the  one  that has  some
value  as  a pr.edictive  or  screening  device.
11.     The  BRS  should  not be  used  for  screening  purposes
either. by  itself  or  in  colfoinat,ion with  other  tests.    For  example,
in  1951  the  BRS  test uould have  eliminated  50  per  cent  of  the
students  who  later  gre,duated and  only  25 per  cent of  the  students  too
later dropped  out  of  college.
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12.    In studying  the  entering  classes  by yeaLrs  it  is  evident
that  these  four  classes  varied  considerably both  in  achievement  and  in
ability  to  achieve.
13.    The  graduates  entering  with  the  class  of  1951 were
considerably more  deficient  in  achievement  than  th;  graduates  who
entered  at  the  other  three  years.    At  the  same  time  the  drop-Cuts  who
entered thth  the  class  of  1953 were  considerchly more  deficient in
chility  to  achieve  than were  the  drop-outs who entered  in the  other
three  years.
lil.    Then  consider.ing  the  tro  groups  Of  drop-outs,  those
having  quality point ra,tings  from 0-99  and  those  having quality point
ratings  from loo-175,  the  percentage  of  drop-outs  that would  have
been  eliminated by  any  one  test  or  cofroination of  tests  is  appro3dmately
the  same  at  all  three  cut-off points  on both  local  and national norms.
REcormrmATloNs  FOR  A  PROGRAM  or  SCREENING,   PLACERENT,   Am
Gull]ANCE  AT  AppAmcHIAN   STATE  TEACHERs  COI.I.EGG
Based  on  the  findings  of  this  investigation  and  the
conclusions  that  have  been  dranm  concerning  the  value  of placement
tests  as  instruments  for  screening,  the  folloirimg  I.ecommendations
are  made  in relation  to  the  selection,  placement,  guidance  Of  students:
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0n  the  basis  of  the  imf ormation revealed  in this  study  it  is
recommended  that,  as  f ar  as  possible,  st,udents  be  allowed  to  enter
college  and  thl'ough  the  help  of  a  good  guidance  program be  given  a
chance  to  prove  theniselves  academically.
In  the  present  study  the  ACE  using  the  local  loth percentile
gave  the  best percenta,ge  ratio  of drop-ours  to  graduates.    In
est,ablishing  such  a  cut-off  point  to  be  used  for  screening  the
administrators  of  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  would  have  to
be  willing  to  sacrifice  3h  of  the  38h  graduates  in  order  to  eliminate
89  of  the  320  drop-ours.    Such  a  sacrifice  of  college  gradua.tes
trained  for  a  career  in  teaching where  the  supply  of  qualified  teachel's
is  already  short would be  a  great loss.    This  is  especially  true  then
one  considers  the  f act  that by  sacrificing  3h  deserving  students,  one
trould £±±![  have  eliminated  89  of  320  students  who  could not  meet  the
academic  standards  at  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College.
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This  study  shows  that  tests  used  alone  or  in  colfroination  are
not  reliable  enough predictors  to be  used by  themselves  as  scl.eening
devices.    Many  related  studies  rate  high  school percentile  I.ank  as
the  best  single  predictor  of  academic  success;  but  they,  also,
conclude  that  a  cofroination  of high  school  percentile  rank  and  a
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scholastic  aptitude  test  is  the best predictor  of  college  success.
All  related  studies  show  that  the  ACE  or  the  SCAT  are  the  tests  that
have  the  greatest predictive  value  when  predicting  college  success.
Therefore,  if  the  administra.thon  finds  it  necessary  to  screen students
for  entrance  to  the  college,  a  corhoinat,ion  using  the  national  lot,h
percentile  on  the  SCAT  might  be  cofroined with  the  high  school
percentile  rank  of  ho  or  clove  as  a  possible  basis  for  screening.    An
applicant  who  fell  below  the  national  loth  percentile  on  the  SCAT  and
fell  below  the  Loth pel.Gentile  rank  in  his  graduating  class  would  be
eliminated.    This would  need  careful  study  and  further  invest,igation
before  being  put  into  force.
3.     ThaLt  the  giving  of
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The  use  of  the  three  placement  tests  given  at  Appalachian
State  Teachers  College,  so  far,  have  been  restrict,ed  to  placement  and
guidance.    Used as  such,  these  tests  are  an  integral  and vital  part
of  the  inst,ructional program.
This  present  study  shows  that  the  BRS  has  no  value  as  a
predictor  of  college  success;  yet  it has  a  definite  value  to  students,
instructors,  and  administrators  when  it  is  used  for  guidance,  placement,
and  as  a basis  for  remedial  work.
h.    ffi±± ± l±g±Lt ff 1±± ±gl:L"
tests  the  guidance  services
scores ±E¥ students  on  the
± persormel be incl.eased
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be  established  in  each
___    _   _ _                 =T
section  of  a non-credit  remedial nature_      -       ___       __     __                            _     _           ________   __    _     ..          _     _      _   _            _.-
Although  the  BRS  and  IV  scores  indicate  that students  ent,ering
Appalachian  State  Teachers  College,  on  the  average,  have  a  poor back-
ground  in  certain skill  subjects,  the  ACE  seems  to  indicate  that  many
of  these  same  students  have  the  potential  to do  college work;
thel.efore,  a  one-quarter  concentrated program of  review and  teaching
of  certaLin  acaderdc  skills  might prove  very valuable.
5.   E±±j in ±±s±± £ !Es leLW
¥ jEg placement ±±gEgj
strengthen
scores
the  college  continue
E± E enter._ip8
j±S P.I:Pgreap ±£  encouraging  outstanding E±g±
±g  ccmsider  teaching ±g ±  ca.Peer ±=§ ±g
Teachers College ± ± education.
cone  to
students
Since  most  of  the  students who  enter  Appalachian  State
Teachers  College  come  from high  schools  in Northwestern North  Carolim,
it would be  Of  great benefit  to  the  college  if  these  schools were
given  additional  assistance  in  ixproving  and raising  the  standards  of
instrnction in  each  of  these  schools.    A program of  inservice  education
that would help  these  schools  ixprove  their program of  instruction
would,  in time,  raise  the  achievement  level  of  those  students  entering
the  college.
SUGGESTIONS  FOR   FURTHER  STtDY
A need  for  the  follorfug  types  of studies  growing  out of  this
investigation or  investigations  related  to  it was  revealed by this
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investigation:
1.    Investigation  to determine  devices  that might be  effective
in  selecting  students  for  the  tea,cher  education pl`ogram  at  Appala,chian
State  Teachers  College.    In  light  of  other  research,  a  study  cofroining
the  SCAT with  high  school  percentile  rank  as  a possible  screening
device would be  very.  revealing  and  worthwhile.
2.    An  investigation  to  detemine  the factors  that  contributed
to  the  successful  gradua.tion of  the  students who  fell below certain
cut-off  points  on  the  placement  tests,  but  who  remained  in  school  to
graduate .
3.    An  investigation  to determine  the  factors  that  contributed
to  3hl  stirdents  with  quality point  ratings  above  175  lea;ving  school,
and  who were  not  included  in  this  stndy because  of  classification
I.easons.    It  could be  noted  that of  these  3hl  st,udents,  it  is  ]morm
that  58  are  still pursuing  an  education  at  Appalachian  State  Teacher.s
College.
h.    An  investigation to  determine  Hhy,  on  an  average,  students
entering  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  fall  well belou the
national  average  on  the  placement  tests.
5.    An  investigation  to  deter.mine  the  extent  of  use  of
placement  test  scores  at  Appalachian  State  Teachers  College  in the
programs  of  guidance,  placement,  and  instruction.
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